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Entployee thefts lead to firings
by Charles Lwanga

How much "privacy" iS private?
How does an employee protect individual rights or prevent a possible invasion of his or her private
life?

DeCou maintains that despite
the absence of a warning it was
legal to record pictures and phone
conversations of his employees. He
traces his decision to set the recording equipment in motion during
Thanksgiving break when he
became aware "through observations of inventory control and complain~ by consumers" some of his
employees were stealing from the
business.

Those and several other questions are ringing in the heads of
eleven former employees of Pizza
Mia, a restaurant on Euclid Way
across from Lind Hall. The eleven
people, the majority Central
He began a thorough investigastudents, seem so scared at what
happened last December that tion.
Within a week, · Decou
despite the wiµingness to discuss
the circumstances, none of them is discovered that some employees
inclined to have his or her name were eating or giving their·friends
published. One thing, the eleven free food, stealing cigarettes and
concede, is that "our privacy was money and making long-distance
calls from the Pizza Mia.
invaded."
The Watergate-like episode
unveiled Dec. 5 when the owner of
Pizza Mia, Steve DeCou, summoned · all 25 of his employe~s 'to a
meeting.

DeCou claims the attitudes he
observed one night ahnost "sent
shivers down my spine" because
his employe.es left paying
customers unattended while they
catered to their friends. He says
such conduct contributed to a loss
of approximately 450 dollars in
four days.

Before the meeting opened,
Decou warned the employees that
none was allowed to communicate
to another. Then he played an excerpt from a video and cassete
He argues that the video and
tape incriminating the majority of cassette taping was solely intended
the employees in petty theft from to find out who was "ripping off"
the Pizza Mia. As the employees the Pizza Mia and as a deterrent to
sat still, lips sealed, DeCou read repetition of the act. " ... I sought
them an ·o rdinance on theft before counsel from the Washington State
producing a written statement and Liquor Control Board, the Departa list of items from which they had ment of Labor and Industry, the
to select the ones they had stolen Ellensburg police chief, and my atfrom the Pizza Mia, copy them in torney... before setting off the
their individual "blue books" and machines and they all said it was
sign that "I am making this state- o.k."
ment on my free will .... if my state, ment does not correlate .....I may
DeCou notes his intention is not
be subject to prosecution and this t-0 degrade his former employees
statement may be used as "so low that they will have to fight
evidence ... "
out against m.e. What I want to do

All, but one person, listed is to get this thing done, finished
several items and endorsed the and to go to better things." Since
statement - in · effect admitting part of the debt was deducted from
theft charges. N everthe•ess, the employee's pay check, u done
eleven of these former employees and finished", according to DeCou,
claim they endorsed the list ''out of is when whoever endorsed . the
duress because the door had been statement last December pays the
closed tight, we were not allowed balance due.
to go out and we had been
"The main point here," mainhumiliated by the video and
tains DeGou, " was to settle the
cassette recordings."
matter internally.''
Decou disagrees and states that
Although Decou says he is trying
the employees had "a choice to go to keep the issue out of public sight,
by my list or walk out that door he notes he has already taken legal
although I had warned them that if
you walk out, the next person you action against his former
;, see will probably be a police of- bclrtender who refused to sign the
ficer."
· statement and "if this case is sue-

cessful · I intend to use the same
means on any other person who
has not repaid for what he or she
stole."
As the Crier went to press, two of

the eleven people involved in this
case have indicated they might

what areas they would base their
claim on hut Emphasized,

seek damages from the Pizza Mia.
However they declined to specify

however, "t::. 1r
violated.''

pr iva c ~

was

aid holdup put students behind others
by Patricia Reed
'You can pick up your check
next Monday at the Cashier's Office.'
Every student on Financial Aid
has heard these disheartening
words. A week to real food, a week
of starvation for your pet Guppy, a

week of long faces staring at Mit.;.
Chell Hall.
What-takes so long is a system of
'checks and balances' that would
make the IRS flinch.
Connie Fitterer, the . supervisor
of student accounts, explained that
after registration her office must
balance the amount on the

cashier's receipts to the amount of
financial aid alloted. From there,
the checks go to the .accounting
departme~t, where they are
assigned a . vendor number, and
then to the Computer Center where
they are key punched and processed. · The accounting department
then audtts .the names and

amounts for accuracy.
At the Cashier's Office the
ch~cks are run through a check
protector, signed, validated according to amount, alphabetized,
sorted ·by loans .a nd grants, and
finally r~orded in the folders of all
recipients.
H a student registered on Mon-

day, the check usually is ready on
Friday, and that's no small a~
c0mplishment considering the proced_l.ll"e it has to go theough. As
Connie Fritterer said, "We're
working with about 2,000 checks, so
of course it takes a while. n

Cont'd. on pg. 17
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Hostages face big adjus,t inent
SPOKANE< AP) -One of the big- 1
gest adju[-'Lnents the 52 former
hostages in I ran will have to make
will involve relationships with
their families, expecially where
children are involved, says a man
who spent six years as a prisoner
'of war in North Vietnam.
"Mates seem to be able to reconcile and get life back t_ogether. But
it seems to take a little longer with
a parent and child,~· Lt. Col. James
R. Berger said ·in an interview
Monday.

• ~ince the hostages' time in captivity was much, less th.an what he
spent as a ~OW, , they will probably
not s~e qmte the_d~gree of c~ange
he _did upon arrivmg b~ck m the
Umted States, B,erger said.

Even the adjµstment from captivity to freedom will be difficult
Berger said. Suddenly, they will
find themselves more in control of
their own lives, and they may be
unprepared to assume such control.

The feeling that his years as a them to feel comfortable with their
prisoner robbed him of time to ac- freedom," Berger said. "There are
complish all that he had once a great many things one wants to
hoped to do was probably the most
do and a feeling that there isn't the
difficult thing he experienced after time to do them."
returning, he said.
"There will undoubtedly be a dif"I set realistic goals for myself. I
ference between what they find decided that one thing I wanted to
when they arrille be~ and what
do was improve my education. The
they left," he said. "They will have
first year I learned to fly again, the
to deal with reality as it ·exists to- second year I took the courses
day."
necessary to become a flight instructor, and so on," Berger said.
"It's going to take some time for
You learn things about yourself

under those circumstances that
you otherwise wouldn't be likely to
learn until you're much older."
Berger said he doesn't dwell on
the time he spent as a POW. "If I
did it would probably drive me
crazy.
''But you can't pretend it didn't
happen, either," he said. "It's part
of your life and you've got to take
whatever positive things you can
find about it and use them to your
advantage.

·.Hope for .better things leads to - tutoring position
peers' values or those of her
"Spero Meliora"-Few people parents.
:
know the meaning of this short "When I hit senior high school, I
Latin phrase, but Central language started thinking ; about myself. I
student Yolanda Paez knows, and thought twice about being like the
she adheres to it. ''I hope for better gang ·and wondered where was it
things," is the translation, and it is going to lead me," she said.
It was during those years Paez
Yolanda's hope for better things
that has made her three years· at decided she wanted more than just
Central most productive.
a high school diploma.
A junior from Sunnyside major- .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ing in foreign language, Paez had
plenty to hope for when she
"I didn't_ do \:very well
discovered her accumulated high
in junior ~igh" ·
school grade point average was
below general college admission
She worked after school at the
requirements. "I didn't do very
well in junior high school," she Migrant Education!Center in Sunreminisced, sweeping away her nyside, a small conununity with a
coal-black hair from her forehead. population consisting mainly of
migrant workers. Starting as an office aide, she was later promoted
"l went through a typical to media assistant, and soon found
juvenile stage," she explained. herself so-anchoring the 30-minute
Like many junior high students, public information spots in English
she was ·struggling with the and Spanish on the focal Sunnyside
pressure . to conform with her. television station.
I

Sports petition fails
for lack of Signatures
by Alan Anderson
When the Joint Student Fees
Committee went to work
establishing the 1980-81 CWU
budget, there was anticipation that
a lot of cuts were going to be
necessary. When they finished, the
Athletics, Intramurals, and Social
·Programming departments were
very aware.of the severe cuts they
· were talking about.

r

"There's no doubt thnt athletics
and intramurals took the biggest
ctits,' ' said CWU President Donald
Garrity. "Within the university
budget itself, we have a lot to work
with, but in this area (athletics and
intramurals) it's operational costs
and programs, and that's all," he
said.
In answer to these cuts, the Central Board of Directors c~me out in
support of a petition to add a
special voluntary five dollar fee on
top of tuition to aid in the areas of
athletics, intramurals, and social
programming. _
This ~etition was circulated
throughout the campus in a two
week p~riod last quarter attempting to gain the signatures of 3,500
of Central's 7,551 students. The end
result was a mere 1,800 official
signatures, 1,700 short of the
BOD's goal.
The nwnber.3,500 was picked by
the BOD as what they would considedr a representative sample of
the CWU student body in favor of
this particular petition.
The easiest route to instituting
the fee would have been to put the

issue on the winter quarter election
ballot. But because 1 of the anticipated low voter turnout, the
BOD felt a petition with the
signatures of half : of CWU's
students would better represent
the majority opinion . .

Although she made honor society
and received her school's foreign
language award during her senior
year, her GPA was still below the
college entrance requirements
because of her junior high grades
which were included in the
average.
Not one to .give 'up, she entered
Central in September, 1978,
through the Educational Opportunities Program, which provides
students who do not meet general
admissions requirements the opportunity to enter the University.
- As a freshman, Y olancta was
eleCted vice-president of MEChA,
an organization .of students with
Spanish backgrounds and those
who major in Spanish. As a part of
her duties, she traveled to high
schools in the Columbia Basin,
recruiting Spanish-American
students for orientation day here
during Chicano Cultural Week held
annually in the spring.

... "kids tend to drop
out during-high
s"chool years."
"In the Spanish population, kids
tend to drop out during their high
school years or they graduate and
that is it. Our biggest goal at

MEChA was to present them with
the idea that · there is more out
there after high school than just
finding out what you can get as a
job," Paez said.
Yolanda speaks not on1y
Spanish, but French as ·well. She
has put her conversational French
to the test, spending her
sophomore fall . quarter at the
Faculte' Des Lettres in Avignon,
France, as a part of Central's International Program.

... "they began . to
wonder who I was and
ask ques· tions."
'fhe most challenging experience
she remembers about her studies
abroad was the opportunity to converse in French with her
neighbors. "At first they weren't
very friendly and didn't
acknowledge me, buy as they saw
me around the neighborhood, they
began to wonder who I was and ask
me questions," she said.
When Paez returned to the
' Ellensburg campus whe was ready
to challenge herself with a new
goal. She applied to tutor in foreign

language for the EOP tutor program.
This year she assists counselor
Myrtle Snyder and Dean Mike
Lopez with the tutoring program.
·She helps organize interviews for
students who need a tutor or who
want to become a tutor.

... ~'I'd like to apply
what I've learned the
best way I can."
She plans to gractuate next year
with a major in foreign language
and a minor in Elementary Education .. "I'd like to apply what I've
learned the best way I can to
enhance further l~arning," Paez
said.

"Don't give up. Follow
your

heart ... '~

Her advice to fell ow students is:
"Don't give up. Follow your heart
and .do what you are comfortable
with. If you're happy, everyone
around you will be happy." And
always hope for better things.

Everyone involved seems to
believe the reason fo~ the petitions
failure was lack of time. "We
weren't considering the factor that
caused it not to pass," said John
Drinkwater, CWU Director of Student Activities.
"We were looking for more
resistance, when actually very few
· people resisted,'' he said. .
When asked what lies ahead,
Drinkwater said the general. feeling now is to go again to the student
body over the period of an entire
Quart~r..

So if the newly elected members
of the BOD support the petition and
deem it necessary, they will circulate it again during spring
quarter. If the required signatures
are then gathered, the voluntary
fee will be put into effect next fall.
Drinkwater also pointed out that
the petition could be initiated by
the administration, but the general
feeling of those who drew it up is
that the BOD "ought to be the people to present the question to the
student body." He also said that if
the BOD decided not to pursue the
matter, "then it shouldn't be taken
beyond that point."

, ~ob Hards of KXLE , gets Greg Kummer' s opinion at a recent CWU basketball
ga~e. K~mmer has recently taken over as color commentator for Wildcat
basketball. ·
·

!

Heal~
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science expands
;

Central has appointed coordinators in three Washington com- ,
munities for its off-campus
porgrams in allied helatp sciences.
Ronald Swanson, asistant adJministrator of St. Elizabeth's
Hospital in Yakima, will be CWU ·
coordinator in the Yakima area.
Dr. Jack Hale, Sunnyside optometrist, will coordinate Sunnyside' s (,1\VU program..
Vesta Skiens, coordinator of
staff education and development at
Kadlec Hospital in Richland, will
serve as the contact i)erson for
CWU: students in ·the Tri-Cities
area.
Dr. Janet Lowe, faculty coordinator of the university's health
sciences program, explained Central offers extended degree programs in health sciences in those
three communities, in Wenatchee,
and at several Puget Sound sites.
Most of CWU's off-campus
students in allied health science
programs have completed clinical
training and are ,working in a
health care profession, Lowe
·
pointed out.
In many cases, for career ad. vancement, they need quality up.Per division course work to

'

-

.

i

prepare them for management :
responsibilities, she said.
More than 375 persons are cur- .
rently enrolled in CWU off-campus :
health science programs to
upgrade their professional skills .
and to prepare for job advancement, she note.
''All three of . the newlyannounced area coordinators are
specialized health care professionals, and will also serve as adjunct professors in CWU's offcampus allied health science
degree programs. They are
thoroughly familiar with • the
university's requirements and
resources," Lowe said.
The area coordinators will help
CWU students in their own com.;.
munities, by providing academic
advising and ·course work planning, ·Lowe said. "The benefits for
our students of discussing career
decisions with health care professional are inuneasurable," · she
noted.
For more information about
CWU;s off-campus programs in
allied health science, interested
persons may . call Swanson in
Yakima at .575-5175; Hale in Sunnyside at 837•2111; or Skiens in
Richland at 946-4611, extension 378.

Working on leisure
Leisure Services is one of the top receive accreditation by , the Nafields to get into, according to a tional Recreation and Park
study conducted by the Chicago , Association, and if they become acTribune-_ The study was based on credited, will be the first universijob opportunities available to col- ty in the state to receive such
. lege ·graduates all over the nation. honors. This accreditation will also
The main reason a boom for magnify the power a degree in
leisure services personnel has oc- Leisure Services from Central will
curred is because Americans have have. There is also a long-term
become more recreation-oriented plan to expand the master's proin the past few years, causing a de- gram.
Roll~top
mand for people to work in parks,
The department also plays an accampgrounds and other recrea- tive role in the community by
Central student works diligently but keeps refreshments close-by·
aiding the city with various protional fields.
Of all the states in the U.S., jects. One of the projects is a proWashingt;on is one ·of the prime posed park by People's Pond.
areas fo; employment in leisure
Three different versions of the
services, pointed out Dr. Russel planned park have been made by
Stubbles, Program Director of the students from the department.
Leisure Services department at They are also working with the colThe Washington Lung Associa- being developed by ·the students smoking and information on ma ·
juana", he said. ·
Central.
·
lege on the railroad trestle project. tion . (W .L.A.) and the Health are programs in smoking, enBilyeu. continued saying that a
Central graduates also have an InthisplannedchangeonCentral's Education class of C.W.U. an- vironmental and occupational
advantage in the job market campus, a bike route -would be in- nounced the week of February 9-14 health, and children and adult lung these program are developed, th
·
information on times and locatio
because this school was the first in stalled where the railroad tracks as Breathe Easy Week in disease.
the state to offer a major in now bisect the campus. The route ·Ellensburg.
''Sometime during the week, the will be released.
Leisure Services. Says Dr. Stub- would have a freeway form, with
"It's a week of Health Celebra- W.L.A. will hold a public meeting
bles, " ... the people who are in high on ramps, and off ramps located at tion," said Bill Bilyeu, spokesper- on the health effects of the volcanic _ For further information, call Bill
places are Central grads, and they strategic points along the way.
Bilyeu, 925-5586, or contact the
son for the W.L.A., "designed to fallout", said Bilyeu.
look on other Central grads
Central's leisure services promote good health through . "Other programs .will include a W.L.A., the Christmas Seal Peofavorably."
· new program called 'Freedom ·ple, at 1001 West Yakima Ave. 105,
department has earned the respect public awareness."
The Leisure· Services program from county, city and state ofThe Health Education class at From Smoking', school talks on Yakima, 98902, or call 1-248-4384.
was pioneered in 1947 by Helen Mc- ficials alike by their willingness to C. W. U. is cooperating with . the
Cabe, who passed away in 1976. assist in research, surveys, plann- . W.L.A. by developing the proThe program has gradually in- ing and ideas. This has paid off in gram. By working through com·
creased enrollment through the the long run by the prestige the , mittees, the class will make an ef·
years to more than 140 ~tudents.
department has earned from being fort to meet the health needs of
The department boasts of having the first, · and most experienced Ellensburg. Some of the activities
a 100 percent intern placement training institution in the state.
rate and an 85 percent graduate
placement rate - one of the highest
on campus. Central interns have
been placed all over the world and
this quarter .some are interning in
t'
health spas, the theater, hospitals,
Cruise
the
Caribb~an
with
Dr.
Gene Kosy _
senior centers and county parks.
The jobs available to the leisure
Depart & Return to Seattlei
services graduate are many. They
can range from working in parks, ·
museums, and campgrounds to inSail from :San Juan
volvement .with sports teams, ·
children's organizations and
starts at $1265
~28
schools. It all depen~ on.the interests of the individual. · ·;
The training of the leisure services student, however, emphasizes generalities and not
specifics. The goal of the leisure
services-faculty is to train the stuCome See
dent to excell in all aspects of the
curriculum, and not to specialize
Heather McFarland
so they will be able to adapt to
changes more readily.
The department is continually
Margie Mathews
working to improve its program.

table

Take a deep breath

-Spring Break
. Aboard tbe Cunard Princess

Morch 21

At the moment, they are seeking to

------------------------.1
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Editorial
Middle class
syndrome

11

RONALD. REAGAN,

PRESIDEMt..

••JAKE ONE! II

by Cindy Phipps

There is n.; joy in Mu ."ille. Something terrible is happening. I can't say
exactly whf'1 ~Y ,..:101 m:iate and I realized we were falling into the
America. m ·JJlt clas : . . :yndrome. Whether it was the slow bombardment of media or n10th t•r~, I can't say, but the feeling is akin to not being
able to remember yolll a~ me.
I think it all started with the 'couponing'. We began spending long hours
pouring over newspapers clipping coupons. The excitement was addicting. We just couldn't wait to rush to Mark-It Foods and hand over o~r
tidy little bundle that would save us pennies. You should really try it
sometime.
Then of course there is the Oil of Olay. When you wake in the morning
looking as if you've just attended the 10th Annual Lepers' Convention, you
know it is time to start with the magic elixirs, however early. !fs a war.
Not the kind where you'll have to join 'Ronnies' Green Club', but a war
agairist crows feet and laugh lines, which to say the least, are nothing to
laugh about.
Another clue is the 25 coats, nearly each with matching gloves, that are
housed in our, you guessed it, coat closet! We have coats for trips, coats
for impressing, coats for nuclear attacks and coats for safaris. I have one
coat that even lends ·the affect of a Mafia hit woman. Of course I only
wear it when I want to go incognito or feeling slightly Crawfordish.
You know it's all over when you get turned off at the sight of a box of
Waffelos and for Christmas you.start receiving little home entertainment
devices like house shoes, assorted appliances or a set of scales. The latter
. you tend to get tired of quickly.
Where does it stop? The other day I bought new Nikes and someone told
me they looked like New York City bag lady shoes. I suppose I don't have
·
to tell you I got tension over that one. But perhaps the most single facet of middle life I fear the most is
polyester. Oh sure, it's easy to take care of and cheap, but it's just so....so
mature. My roommates' sister is the latest victim of the 'polyester conspiracy' and she is only 24 years old. It happened so quick. There were
none of the usual warning signals like pre-planned meals or Cobbie Cuddlers. The poor thing had to have her mother there for support when
choo~ing that first drip-dry ticket to stability. My roommate was pretty
shook up over the news and to say she paniced is putting !t lightly. I
wonder if it runs in her family. But seriously, can anyone tell us exactly
when the craving for a polyester parlt suit hits a woman? We really need
to know.

Tuition increase

Not that big a deal
by Matt McGillen

Lastly, if you break that figure
The Council for Postsecondary
Education, a legislative advisory down even more, it will only cost
agency, is recommending a tuition . you a measly 56 cents a day extra
increase next fall that would raise to be a University student in 1981.
Not all that much, I'd say.
the cost of attending Central and
· other state universities from $618
to $735 a year- a jump of $117-for
Sure, times are tough all over,
three quarters of college educa- and many will complain' that they
tion.
simply cannot afford the increase.
This action by the legislature has But I just don't see it that way.
not been greeted . with great .
h
f d that h
be'
1 a~e oun
celebration.
.
uman mgs
Washington state University has ·are qmte a resourceful lot a~d :1ble
placed a full'page ad in their daily . ~ a~pt to e~en.the most difficult
To the editor:
campus paper encouraging · s1tuat~ons. It ,s s~pl!_ a matter of
students to write to their con- changmg one s pr1or1tles.
The United States is a very im- with oqr club and invite anyone gressman to protest the action.
. How mu~h do you spend a week
portant member of the intema- who is interested in knowing more
And in talking with students for recreation? More than 56 cents
tional community. It is important about the worlds various cultures around campus, 1 have found the : a day? I would say probably so.
that other people know about the to join this interesting and active
American culture, and that organization.
majority of them to be less than
A six-pack of beer costs about
This meeting is going to take thrilled by the inevitability they $2.50. Drink one less sixer a week
Americans know other cultures.
Therefore, we of the International place at Pizza Place on Wednes-- will have to fork out more money to and you've almost saved your 56
Club of Central would like to invite day, Jan. 28, at 7:30 p.m. We are . pursue their college educations cents day right there.
next year.
the American students of this cam- looking forward to seeing you.
Yet, I, a strong supporter of stuDo you smoke? Cutting down
pus to join the International
Nevin Lim dent rights, must this once, side from a pack a day to three packs a
students in a meeting of the Inter. Club. We would like to President of CWU International with the "bad guys".
week would pay for the tution innational
familiarize the students of cwu .
Club · First of all, spread out over the crease - stop altogther and you'd
IP===========================tentire school year it will cost you not only be money ahead, but you'd
_..
only $39 a quarte_r more.
feel better too.
Campus Crier
secoriciJ.y' by spreading that $39
Editor:
Sheila Countryman :out over the ten weeks an average
Have an addiction to video'Business Manager:
Walt Cornelison .quarter will last, that comes to just games? Buy only two tokens a day
A..vertising Manager
Peggy Bingham . a $3.90 a week beyond what we're instead of a buck's worth and you
Faculty Advisor:
John P. Foster presently paying.
·
.::an still attend Central.

American students .invited
to International· Club

David Bushnell
Doreen Cartwright
Diane Coburn
Leroy Cruse
Cynthia Foster
D~nald Freestone
Carla Glanzman
Grant Johnson

Jill Jones
Laurie Kay
Doug Keith
Charles K. Lwanga
Kevin Marketon
Matt McGillen
Mike McMullen
Susan Palmer
Stan Peery

Heidi Persson
Cindy Phipps
Pat Reed
Jan Richards
Wade Riley
Steve Sparks
Gretchen Stohr
Cara Underwood
Eric Unglaub

I really have a tough time
understanding why everyone is so
up in arms about the proposed tuition jump, when the price of
everything is going up all the time
[I didn't see anyone writing to
their senator about the cost. of
french fries].
Based on an estimated yearly
cost of almost $4000, tution accounts for only 18 and a half percent of your education dollars,
while room and board takes nearly
half of your money.
And what you get for your
money, I think, is well worth it.
. The average college graduate,
who makes about $20,000 a year,
working an average of 35 years,
will earn about $700,000 before he
retires. Why 'so many people seem
unwilling to pay $4000 for the five
years of tuition is usually takes to
graduate - $4000 that will get you
almost three-quarters of a million
dollars - is hard to imagine. It still
seems like a good deal to me.

Marines salute students

Staff

Alan Anderson

Have an addiction [physiological
or psychological] to other things?
One less gram of some drugs would
pay for the whole quarter's increase.

·

Dear Dr. Garrity,

I would like fo take this opportunity to commend several
: students of Central Washington
; University for their voluntary par' ticipation in the U.S. Marine
! Corp's Toys for Tots campaign.
These students donated their time
The Campus Crier is a laboratory newspaper in conjunction with the i and energy to promote the cammass media department. During the academic year the Campus Crier is paign and collect toys which were
published weekly with biwe.ekl1',publication during summer quarter.
then distributed to families in need
Letters to the editor are welcome but may be condensed to fill available around Kittitas and Yakima couni.space. All letters must be signed with the senders name and address and ties. I might add that the response
·submitted to the Crier no later than Monday for public~tion in the next in donations by CWU students and
issue.
the citizens of Ellensburg was very
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~enerous. A pickup load of toys
were collected.
The Toys for Tots campaign has
been sponsored by the United
·States Marine Corps Reserve for
the past 32 years. It has brought
countless joy and Christmas spirit
·· to thousands of children across the
nation. Children who might otherwise have gone without. This
Christmas the Marine Corps Of.
ficer Candidates of Central
Washington University helped bring that joy to the children in need
in yotir area. The persons I'd like
to bring to your attention are:

Patrick Devney, Campaign Coordinator,·"'1llaJ.w.. Z1ilnwalt, Greg
Hanberg, A. "Rocky." Morrison,
David Peterson, Nguyen Thanh
I'd also like to thank the students
who donated toys. Their generosity
made the Toys for Tots campaign a
success.
Best wishes for a healthy, happy,
and prosperous 1981 at Central
Washington University.
Sincerely
M.D. Pannek
Major, United States Marine Corps
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Student expresses frustration at class offerings
·Dear Editor,
I've paid tuition here for almost
three years and feel I ought to be
able to take classes the catalog offers. I shouldn't have to go
elsewhere and pay extra to take
classes that are supposedly offered
through this college. If these
classes are not going to be taught,
don't print them in the catalog.
1 have seen a need here at Central for students to have access to
classes for relaxation, stress
reduction, and ones we can use as
lifetime sports and interests.
There have been many quarters I
have wanted to take a class for just
this reason. A class to help me get
mind off work, hard classes, or
problems. A class to help reduce
the stress that all of us as college
students have experienced.
This first place I-look for these

kind of classes is in the Central
catalog under Physical Education.
Some of the classes that are listed
are just what I'm looking for: Advanced Ballroom Dance, Tap
Dance, Synchronized Swimming,
Aquacises, Gymnastics. From
talking with several people, I found
I wasn't the only one who had looked in the catalog, found an interesting clas, gone to the quarterly schedule book and found that the
class wasn't offered. In many
cases these classes haven't been
offered for years! So I decided to
do some detective work. I'd like to
share my findings with you.
Because of my interest in Water
Ballet (Synchronized swimming),
. I checked into that first. The class
is listed in the catalog but hasn't
been offered for eight years! From
talking with an Ellensburg mer-

, chant I foµnd out there's a water Central is finally going to offer
ballet club in the community. I now their Advanced Ballroom Dance
swim with them for a small fee. class this Spring.
The instructor, Donna Nylander,
taught water ballet at Central in
There are also some classes not
the past and would still be in- offered but are in high demand. I
terested;
wanted to take an aerobic
Other interests of mine are to dance/exercise class and had to go
take Advanced Ballroom Dance through an extension course from
and some type of gymnastics class. YVC, and again pay a fee (this
Same story here too. Neither have time not so minimal). All of this
been offered since I've been here. adds up and most college students
Being the type who doesn't give up can't afford to dish out extra
easily, I looked once again to the money. It irritates me that most of
community. Parks and Recreation these classes are in the catalog,
has a gyfnnastics class and also a but I have to look all ove_r to find a
team.r There is a charge to enroll in place they're offered and then pay
classes. The Community Schools for them on top of the quarterly tuiProgram offers a Beginning tion I pay here.
Ballroom Dance class, but nothing
advanced. They too charge a fee
I have mentioned my concern to
for their classes. Through further a few members of the P .E. Departdetective work I found out that ment but no one seemed to be of
much help. They just weren't concerned or directed me somewhere

else. I was tempted to start a petition but didn't know where to send
it without it ending up in some circular file! I realize the budget is
tight and will be getting tighter. I
also realize that the professors are
overloaded. But what's wrong with
rotating the classes offered. There
are always so many Conditioning
and Weight Training classes. Let's
look at the demand for some of the
classes that haven't been offered
for some time.
So I'm asking publicly: Are you
as students running up against this
· same wall? Maybe through
another department, because it's
not just happening in the P.E.
department. What can we do? Can
you professors help us?

Women's studies slate rap session for Jan. 21

Tammy White ·
Kamiakin Village No. 16
925-6307

The CWU Center for Women's rewards that accompany her job,
In 1980 more than 40 million
women were in the U.S. labor Studies will feature women in un- and her motivation .for choosing
force, comprising over two-fifths traditional careers, beginn1ng with that career field.
an informal rap session at noon
of all workers. ,
Other scheduled guests
Women were 79 percent of all . Jan. 21 at Sam's Place in the SUB. throughout the winter quarter will
Tami Peterso'n, agricultural include Barbara Graves, minister
clerical workers but only 5 percent
of all craft workers; 62 percent of land manager and field person · at the CWU · Center for Campus
service workers and retail sales with the Ellensburg Department of Ministry, on Feb. 11; and Kathy
workers but only 22 percent of Natural Resources office, will Kriedler, carpenter and electri, discuss the personal and financial cian, on March 4.
managers and administrators.

Group orgrui.ized to fight animal abuse
Last year alone, between 40 and
60 million animals were bought,
bred, caged, starved, poisoned,
mutilated and killed on ournation's
campuses. The brutality that
laboratory animals suffer every
year is perhaps academe's best
kept and most tragic secret.
Friends of Animals, the national
animal protection organization,
has begun a nation-wide campaign
to change this and is looking for
help fr9m students and teachers.
These people would be asked to examine the way animals are treated
in classrooms and laboratories and

forward the information to FOA's
national headquarters in New
York City.
"The tragedy of animal ex: perimentation is that so much of it
•is meaningless and unnecessary.
Sensitive animals die in experiments that are already well
detailed in textbooks. They are tortured in psychological experiments solely to satisy a researCher's curiosity and to justify a
receipt of tax m.onies. The
biological and technical alternatives to using animals are ignored. We are going to change

this," said Mac Overmyer, director of the FOA campaign.
The information campus
volunteers gather will be used to
suppQrt national legislation that
would encourage the use of nonanimal methods of research and
testing.
Students, teachers .;;ind . ot_hers .
who are interested in doing
something for the animals that suffer on their campuses or who
would like more information may
write Mac Overmyer, Friends of
Animals, 11West60th Street, New
Y_ork. N. Y. 10023.
~.>.··:;
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"I SEEN 'EM"
'Tm Night Vatmaster here at
the Olympia Brewery I expect
youve heard about the
Artesian brewing water we
use. Well ... I seen em. The
Artesians. Late at night they
come up. Leave little wet
footprints. I let em be, though.
I figure, what those Artesians
do for the taste of Oly. .. don't
want to make 'em mad'.'

· '~II~ -11.6 waler''
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MARINE CORPS
OFFICER "T RAININ
The Platoon Leaders Class
The Platton Leaders Course
(PLC) is a program for college
undergraduates. It provides college students the opportunity to
look at the Marine Corps and complete their requirements-for a commission before they graduate. This
is accomplished without the obligation to serve on active duty! Once
commissioned through the PLC
Program you can earn a starting
salary ·in excess of $17,800 per
year.
The PLC Program is unique
among all the services. We invite
you to compare this program with
those of all the other .services.
You'll find it offers more benefits,
is more flexible and is easier to
enroll in than any other armed
forces comissioning program.
The PLC ·Program has been in
existence since 1934 and has pr~
vided the Marine Corps with many
fine officers over the years. If you
are considering the military as an
employment opportunity after
graduation, this program is for
you.
_
There ar~ three option5 to the ·
PLC
Program:
Ground :
assigrunents, Pilot and Law. Each
program is contingent upon pass- .
ing a test, being medically fit and
physically fit. Once those
preliminary screening requirements have been accomplished you may apply for the program
of your choice. If you qualify you
will be guaranteed training in one
of the three areas. No other service
will make such guarantees. For instance, no other service will .
guarantee a college freshman that
he can go to flight school four years
later!

Your application for the PLC
Program is just that, an application. It will be considered in competititon with other college
students from across the country.
You will be approved or disapproved based upon you test score, college grades, physical fitness,
background, character and the
references provided by persons
who know you. Once approved you
are on your way to becoming a
Lieutenant of Marines.
PLC training is accomplished at
summer Leadership/Physical
Fitness training camps called Officer candidate School. If you
enroll in your freshman or
sophmore year, you attend six
week sununer camps. If you enroll
as a junior you attend one ten week
camp. There are two six week
camps to pick from each sununer.
One begins in June, the other in Ju-:
ly.
The training takes place in Quantica, Virginia. The Marine Corps
flies you there free, provides you
quarters and meals and pays you
at a sergeant's pay grade (approximately $940 for six weeks or $1,560
for ten weeks). Since room and
board are free, the money you earn

Other Benefits Include
$100 per month each month while
in school
Free private pilot training during
senior year of college
Up to 6 college credits for sununer
training
Local social activities and field
trips
Post Exchange privileges during
swnmer training periods
Guaranteed employment upon
graduation

can be saved for college the following school year.
Your training can best be
described as "Officer boot camp".
It i~ challenging and exciting training which finds you out of doors for
much of the time you are in Quantico. Training can be broken into
three types: on the job leadership
experience, physical fitness training and academics (general
military subjects). The training
week is five and a half days long.
Saturday afternoon and Sunday
you will be given "liberty" to see
the sights, visit Washington, D.C.
and northern Virginia or simply
relax.
After summer training you
return home to continue your college education. There are absolutely no requirements other than summer camp. No military science
classes, no required major, no
drill, no haircuts and no uniform to
wear. You merely maintain a
minimum 2.0 GPA and carry not
less than 12 credits per term, in
successive terms until you
graduate. The PLC Program has
always been the simplest, most
direct route to achieving a commission in the armed forces.

THE MARINE CORPS
OFFICER SELECTION TEAM
1200 Westlake Avenue North
(Suite 912)
Seattle, Washington 109
( 206)

~42-7710

To receive yoµr commission as a
Second Lieutenant of Marines you
request it during your final six
months of college. After graduation you pin on Second Lieutenant's bars and begin your active
duty as a Marine Corps Officer.
In the first paragraph we
described starting pay in excess of
$17 ,800. If you know anything about
military pay, you know this is
above the entry level pay for most
officers. The reason is simple and
this benefit is unique to the PLC
Program.
In the military you are paid based upon your rank and your ti.J:pe in
the service. ·As a PLC you earn.
credit for time in service while a
college undergraduate! No other
service offers this. The service
academies don't. ROTC programs
don't. If you em;oll in the PLC Program as a college freshmen and
are commission after graduation
your pay is $239 more per month
than a Second Lieutenant Qr Ensign from any other commissioning program! And remember, you
were not obligated the whole time
you spent as an undergraduate!
Beginning pay for ground officers is above $17,800 and for
aviators above $19,000 per year.
For these reasons you should not
wait to apply. Don't put it offbegin earning time in service now.
This has been a brief outline of
the Platoon Leaders Class. I hope
that it will assist you in planning
your future. For more information
see the' Officer Selection Officer on
campus in the SUB today between
9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. or fill out
the information form below and
send it to Seattle.
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YAHOOOO!

Another On~ Bites The Dust

It was like a scene from Gilley's
when the ·Urban Cowboy Dance
took place last Friday night in the
SUB Ballroom.
A mechanical bull, lots of
cowboy hats, Country/Western
music and an open dance floor
made the dance a foot-stomp'n
event that's sure to be
remembered by many for quite a
while.
The main attraction of the dance
was the mechanical bull, like the
one used in Urban Cowboy. From
the rather large crowd,ahnost as
many girls as guys tried their luck
on the machine and although a few
students did indeed conquer it, it
can be safely bet there were a few
sore muscles the next day.

Stand Back

'

LI Chew _j

Hang on redneck!
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Campus .
Gourmet
by Bonnie Cornelison

A casserole is referred to a dish
that has been baked and served in
an earthenware or glass dish. This
simplifies preparation, serving.
and cleanup. Casseroles may be
made as needed or made two at a
time; one served now and the other
frozen for the hectic week of finals

or when that special out-of-town
guest will be visiting. These
casseroles may also be put
together the night before,
refrigerated then popped into the
oven, while you have some extra
time for study or socializing.

ANITTA'S BEEFY.

SEA FOOD CASSEROLE

SCALLOPS
1 can yellow hominy, drained
112 pound_ crab or pollack (crab
substitute)
1 can cream of shrimp soup
3/4 cup milk
1 cup grated cheese

1 pound hamburger
~

leftover baked potatoes (boilea
potatoes)
1 can white sauce
1/z cup grated cheese

Crier news editor, Heidi Persson, serves portions of ''Elegant Company Casserole''.
GOURMET SOLE
.MARGUEY

Butter casserole and press hamIn a 11/z quart buttered casserole burger into the bottom and the

alternate layers of hominy and
crab. Combine soup and milk and
pour over casserole, top with
cheese. Bake in a moderate oven of
350° for 30 minutes or until bubbly. ·

ELEGANT
COMPANY CASSEROLE

sides as well. Peel potatoes and
slice thin. Place potatoes layer
fashion on hamburger. Pour white
sauce over potatoes and top with
cheese. Bake at 350° for 35-40
minutes.

TUNA CASSEROLE

2 cans (151/z ounces) whole new

potatoes, drained
1 box frozen chicken drununetts
1 can cream of celery soup
1/z cup milk
1 package (10 ounces) frozen peas
·
paprika

1 can ( 4 ounces)

shoestring

Place potatoes in a large rectangular dish. Top potatoes with
chicken drummetts. Combine
soup, milk, and frozen peas. Pour
sauce mixture over chicken and
potatoes. Sprinkle with paprika.
Bake in a moderate ovem of- 350°
for 45 minutes.

Topping:
112 cup crumbled chips, any flavor

potatoes
1 can (7 ounces tune, .drained
1 teaspoon curry

1 can (3 ounces) mushrooms
1 can evaporated milk

Combine all ingredients except
for topping. Pour mixture into a
11/z quart casserole. Top with chips
and bake uncovered in a moderate
oven of 375° for 25 minutes.

1 box frozen broccolli spears, thaw-

ed
1 box frozen sole fillets, thawed
2 eggs
.
1 can cream of mushroom soup
1 cup cream of mushroom soup
1 cup half and half
dash tabasco
1/z cup small shrimp
In a large buttered casserole
dish place broccolli spears, then
top with.sole fillets. Combine eggs,
soup, half and half, and tobasco
sauce. Pour mixture over fish,
sprinkle with shrimp, and bake in a
hot oven of 375° for 40 minutes.

· DEEP DISH DINNER
1 can green beans, drained
112 cup chopped onion
3/4 cup uncooked brown rice
2 medium carrots, sliced into
rounds
1 pound hamburger
1 can (8 ounces) pizza sauce
i 1 can water
In a large rectangular dish place
· green beans. Top with onions, rice
· and carrots. Crumble hamburger
over the carrots; Combine pizza
sauce with water and pour over
casserole. Bake in a moderate
oven of 350 for 11/z hours.

CHOW MEIN
WITH
ALMONDS
2 cups cooked leftover meat cubed
(beef, poultry or pork)
1 can sliced water chestnuts
1/z cup chopped bamboo shoots
~ 1 tablespoon soy sauce
·1 can golden cream of mushroom
·soup
. 314 cup almonds (reserve 114 cup for
·topping)
,3 ounces chow mein noodles
Combine all ingredients except
topping. Pour into a buttered 1112
. quart baking dish. Sprinkle with
reserved topping and bake in a
moderate oven ·of 350 for 30-40
minutes or until bubbly.

TAMALE PIE
2 can ( 12 ounces each) tamales
·1 can (12 ounces) creamed corn
l cup tomato sauce
: 112 cup hot taco sauce
2 cups cheddar cheese, shredded
Drain tamales then crumble
them and place in a mixing bowl.
Cameron Cornelison, 4, son of Walter and Bonnie Add all remaining ingredients and
Cornelison, of . Ellensburg, eagerly samples one of his . bake in a moderate oven of 350 for
mother~ s gourmet creations.
35 minutes.

MEAT PIE.
1 pound hamburger

1 can (8 ounces) tomato sauce

·dash salt
dash garlic powder
l/4 cup diced onion _
4 mushrooms diced
Topping:
1 package instant mashed potatoes

1 egg
2 teaspoons chooped green onions
Mix ingredients together except
for topping, place in a casserole
dish and bake for 1 hour at 350°.
While meat loag is baking, prepare
mashed potatoes as directed. Beat
egg and add to potatoes, also add
onions. Place potatoes on casserole
forming peaks and bake till peaks
brown.

SUNDAY CHOPS
2 cups uncooked rice
8 poI'kchops, thin slice
dash salt
2 packages onion soup mix
2 cans golden cream of mushroom
soup
1 can milk
1 can water
In a large buttered rectangular
casserole. Spread rice evenly over
bottom. Place pork chops on top,
they may overlap. Sprinkle with
salt, pepper and onion soup mix.
Combine .c ream of mushroom
soup, milk and water. Pour over
chops and bake for 11/z hours or until rice and pork chops are done.
This makes a large casserole. If
you and your roomie decide to
celebrate mid-week simply half
everything.

·KRAFTY CASSEROLE
1 box (71/4 ounces) Kraft Macaroni
and Cheese
1 box frozen peas and carrots
1 can white sauce
1 can spam cut into chunks
1 cup bread crumbs
·Prepare macaroni and cheese as
directed. Add vegetables, white
sauce, and spam. Blend well and
top with bread crumbs. Bake in a
moderate oven of 350° for 30
minutes. Our local Safeway store.
advertises Kraft Macaroni and
Cheese every now and then at 4
boxes for $1. Watch for this
bargain.
Tip: Spam may be substituted by
2 c:ups of diced ham or meat may
be ommitted altogether and
casserole served as a side-dish.

EASY CASSEROLE
1 can beef gravy
1 pound hamburger, browned
.
1 teaspoon onion salt
1 bc;,x frozen mixed vegetables
1 can biscuits
Combine gravy, browned hamburger, onion salt, and vegetables.
Place biscuits on top of casserole
and bake at 325 for 25 minutes or
until bubbly and biscuits are done.

CORNED BEEF
1 can corned beef
314 cup drained saurkraut
1.can white sauce
114 cup water
2 tablespoons dehydrated onions
dash salt
dash pepper
12 saltine cracker squares
paprika
Place corned beef in a buttered
casserole and top with saurkraut. .
Combine white sauce, dehydrated
onions, salt and pepper. Pour over
casserole. Crush crackers and
sprinkle over all and garnish with
paprika.

MEATLOAF
1 medium can sweet potatoes
2 large center-cut ham slices
1 can pineapple slices
1 cup brown sugar
Slice potatoes into halves and
place in a well-buttered baking
dish, cut side down. Sprinkle with
1/z cup brown sugar and top with
ham slices. Arrange pineapple
slices on ham, pour pineapple juice
over all and sprinkle with remaining brown sugar. Bake at 350° for
35 minutes.

Next week in the
Campus
Gourmet:

Super soups

&
sandwiches

January
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Arts and Entertainment
Movie Preview

Movie takes comic look 11,tFirstFamily

''All the good times are past and
gone,'' molirns Alexander Haig,
but "First Family" . proves him
wrong.
Writer/Director Buck Henry has
assembled dazzling collection of
performers to tell his hilarious
story about a few weeks in the life
of the President of the United
States and his family. Appropriately titled "First Family," the
Warner Bros. release is a comic
fable about President Manfred
Link, Bob Newhart, whose naivete
and
essential
innocence
precipitate a series of outrageous
adventures throught the political
labyrinth of the nation's capital
and other less explored and exploited parts of the world.

a

l

All the while his First Lady,
played by the versatile Madeline
Kahn, seems 'more interested in
sipping cocktails and lengthy selfrighteous sermons than in his
career or the state of the union.
From her point of view, the state of
the union is not only confusing, it's
positively blurred.
The President's daughter, whose
lusty libido is kept in check by her
over-protective parents, but not
without the considerable help of
the secret service, is played by
Gilda Radner in her feature film
debut.
President Link is losing in the
polls, a political situation that is,
apparently, considered to be a far

shortages or possible nuclear attack. With the support of his loyal
staff he begins a series of attempts
to endear himself to the American
pubic - at least to those of voting
age.
Link sets out to establish
diplomatic relations with a
heretofore unnoticed country called Upper Gorm. The island of Upper Gorm is rich in natural
resources vital to the continuation
of the American way of life, but
there's not a single fast-food
restaurant or digital watch to be
found.

On another level, President Link
has very different problems. A
family man, he frets over his
frustrated daughter's restlessness
and does not comprehend his
wife's confusion and boredom. But
the President endeavors to keep
his family happily together and
keep scandal far from the White
House door.
Part of this effort includes encouraging them to join him in all
Presidential functions especially
his history-in-the-making visit to
Upper Gorm. Once there the
"First Family" is helplessly
submerged in an unknown and
primitive culture that, from time
to time, smacks western ways due
to its leaders' schooling in a
second-rate American University.
Now, if they could only understand
the language.

Bob Newhart portrays President Manfred Link in Warner
B
,
d "F. t F m·l ,,
ros. come y, lfS a I y.

directed by Buck Henry from his
· original screenplay, the Warner
: Bros. release also stars Richard
Benjamin as the Press Secretary
to the President, Bob Dishy as the
Vice President, Harvey Korman as
the American ambassador to the
U.N. and Austin Pendleton, Rip
Tom, and Fred Willard as other
assorted politicos.
"First Family" marks the solo
directorial debut of Buck Henry
who co-directed "Heaven Can
Wait" with Warren Beatty. If
"Heaven Can Wait" was a comedy
about celestial apparitions, then
certainly "First Family" is a comedy that brings us back to earth.
Thematically, "First Family"
deals with the pervasive influence
of ''campaigning,'' of publicity and
salesmanship and of their tranforming effect on people and events.
The impact is felt perhaps more
strongly in the upper echelons of
government, thus the story's setting.
There are strong ideas and convictions at the heart of all Heriry's
work and his characters frequently
live in their own special place;
somewhat to the left or right of
what might be termed "the norm."
In "First Family" Henry continues his exploration of the fragility of different . realities. Henry
fashioned his characters from
hu~an ingr~dient~ .. American
society and its political system
provided the framework.
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For the Best Rock & Roll' in Town
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Revl· ews.

By Kevin Marketon ·

establishing himself as a quality
musician.
Lenny Zakatek also turned in a
shining performance on vocals, as ·
he showed his ability on their
single, ''Games People Play". He
also does well on the final cut on .
the first side, "I Don't Wanna Go
Home".
The second side, will not disappoint you or let down from the
brilliance of the first side. The
music is ~ually as captiviating.
The only disappointment in the
whole album is when the record
ends. This album left me wanting
more, and I had to settle for playing the record over again. This
record is getting considerable play .
·on campus, as it is difficult to walk
through the dorms and not hear it
at least once. It is well -0n its way to
. becoming one of the best of 1981.

Parsons adds
life to music .· ·
Alan Parsons Project, "Turn of a
Friemlly Card", Arista Records.
After listening to the first side of
th£: album, I was convinced that
even if the second side was a
xp?.rch by the Ayatollah
Kh m1ehni, that I would like the
!~ilb

.un.

Tne songs on the first side have .
sur.ething that the rock world has!'
bee ·1 in a pinch for recently, quality. ,,Uan Parsons has put together a :
group of sensational musicians :
that may not be the best technically, tut put life-tr>.to the music.
Krtyboardist and vocalist Eric
Woolfson turned in the best performance with a spine-tingling song .
named "Time", WooJfson did well
on all of the keyboard tracks, .

Rockpile, "Seconds of Pleasure",
Columbia Records.
Rockpile is a coalition of two
veterans of rock and roll, Nick
Lowe and Dave Edmunds. Edmunds is perhaps past his peak in
popularity, and Lowe is of more recent fame.
This first effort reveals some decent music that has a solid professional sound. Their song, "Heart",
is realizing moderate commercial
success. A problem that the group
is having is that they are not
receiving the radio coverage that
should be afforded to them, partially because of the fact that their
music tends to sound like music
from the early 1960's.
· Their album is a good median
between bubble gum, new wave,
and hard rock. They seem to combine the three to create a sound
that has not been heard from in a
long time. The only negative thing
I can say about the album is that a
lot of the songs sound the same, but
that is a characteristic of early 60's
style music.
Rockpile is not ·a bad group to
listen to if you want to take a vacation from the beaten path of hardcore rock and roll.

·

Rockpile recalls
early 60's ·
sounds

.•

Neil Young's music complex
Neil Young, "Hawks and Doves",
Reprise Records.
This was a difficult album to
review. Neil Young is a very complex person as is his music. I listened to the album in its entirety three
times, and found the instrumental
parts of his mlisic to be entertaining and enjoyable. When I tried to
decipher his lyrics, however, that's
where I ran into my problems.
I went to a friend of mine who is
a diehard fan of Young, and it was
his opinion that this new album is
on~ of Young's better, . being
original yet reminiscent of his old
style. He also pointed out that
Young was one of the successful
musicians in the 1960's to improve
upon his works in the future.

"Hawks and Doves" is a well
made album, its professionalism
stands out. But it is best appreciated by those who can unders- ,
tand what makes Neil Young act
like Neil Young, so, it is possible
that this album may be a poor
representation of Young's overall
; style, but merely a specialization,
and because of that, listening to only this album would be like reading
only one chapter of a book.
The listener that is not hip to
, ~h~t Young ~ all ~bout 1,118Y have .
difficulty ge~m_g mt~ ~ ~bum.
~ut ~en ~gam, if he ~es it, it ~Y
mspir~ him. to get mvolved with
Youngs music ·
. The album is good, but to ~ry to
figure out why he says the things he
does can be hard.
·

January Guideline
the "profound, stirring drama it
was intended to be."

Films .
1/22 - - All That Jazz _. -Bob Fosse's
musical starring Roy Scheider as a
director-choreographer!ASC Film.
1/23 - - Hans Christian An~ersen - Danny Kaye plays the great
Danish storyteller, Hans Christian
Andersen, in this musical. 6: 45
p.m., Ellensburg Public Library.

Art
Corridor Gallery - - Bob Walton
from Leavenworth with western oil
paintings. Kittitas V8ney Community Hospital.
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery - - ''Retro
Chic" by a group of NW artists, invitational show of Funk Art.

1/25 ··The Tree of Wooden Clogs;.·
Ermanno Ohni's film describes incidents in the lives of four families
Community Art Gallery- - sharecropping in Lombardy at the
Photographs by James Sahlstrand,
turn of the century. The plot is
paintings by Charles Smith, in-:laid
definitely anti-melodramatic - - no
jewelry by Jeff Grieff and pottery
hero, no standard storyline, no
by Miles Stnlxness.
·
earth-shaking events, not even one
·death. A Grand Prize · Winner at .. 0-Taco .
R.E. Beans, mixed
Cannes 1978. Classic Film.
media.
1/29 - - The Shining - - Stanley
Kubrick's thriller starring Jack
Nicholson. ASC Film.

proudly presents

THEBUGZ
Tues.jan. 20

1/30 Olivier's Hamlet - - Sir
Laurence Olivier was awarded the
Best Actor Academy Award for his
performance which makes Hamlet

Music
1/25- - Vancouver Cantata Singers
- - 3 p.m. Hertz Hall.
1/28. - - Variety Concert- - _Tim '/'
Strong, 8 pm. Hertz Hall.

Send a Message to
Your Sweetheart
for Valentine's Day
1

Sat. Jan. 25

10 words for '1.00
5 cents for each
additional words

$1.25 'Well drinks 9-1 :30a.m.

Bring Ad to
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Sub 218
1
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__ Horoscope.___
ACROSS
1. In this world
5. Exchange
9. Cleopatra's
killer
12. Without
irregularities
13. ".;_ is a great
bundle of little
things"
14. Plus
15. Senate word
16. Discharge
from service:
2 wds.
18. Te-bee
20. Dress shoes
. 21. Twists forcibly
23. - pal, .,
correspondent
24. Vague
25. Biggest
29. Fury or wrath

30. Buckets
32. Jack Horner's
food
33. Mend
35. - nor hair
36. Substance on
this page
37. Excites
39. Lose
consciousness
42. Freight
43. Like a mule
45. Pat
48. Addition to a
house
49.. Delicately
fashioned
50. Homonym of
"higher"
51. Be aware of
52. Ran for one's
life
53. Highest point

DOWN
1. Attentiongetting word
2. Miss Arden
3. Understands
clearly
4. Half an em
5. Counterfeit
coins
6. Goal
7. Sternward
8. Eyes: slang
9. Tiny particle
10. Vichyssoise

11. Lobster traps
16. Cylindrical
drinking-cup
17. Ladder part
19. "Have you wool?"
21. Revolve with
a buzzing
sound
22. Almost
·unheard of
23. Buddy
25. Be situated
26. Loosely
connected
27. Faction
28. Aids for Jack
Nicklaus
30. The Pope
31. Original
houseboat
34. Color
35. Embrace
37. Considered
38. Pay dirt
39. Adversaries
40. Qualified
41. "This scepter'd
-," England
42. Sugar source
44. Nothing
46. Pitcher's
"soupbone"
47. Sewing party
50. Sound of
surprise

Campus Digest News Servire

(Sept.

23

to

Oct.22)- Don't let snide remarks
from co-workers upset you-they stem
from jealousy of your association
with superiors. Disagreements with
your mate or partner could become
quite bitter 'if you aren't ., careful.
· Money may be the problem.

TAURUS: (April 20 to May
20)-- Expenses could be greater than
you anticipated but don 'nry to make
more money on get-rich-quick
schemes or you may compound your
problems! Co-workers are uncooperative, so keep a low profile and
: · work in· the background alone.

SCORPIO: (Oct. 23 to Nov.
21)-AvJid being critical o( loved
one and ignore minor disagreementS.
On t.M job you may be "on youjr
own" Jipce co-workers are not ver}'
cooperative. Put in those extra houir,
if neomary and resist the urge to te,1
thempjf! ·
1

!:

a

:

GEMINI: (May 21 to Jone
SllGl'ITARIUS: (Nov. 22 to Deci
to garoble or take 21)--Spend time with your\family o
chances with money. Try being more . "the weekend-they could be feelin
\ · diplomatic in your criticism of others neglected. Exert extra energy on thi•
or you could breed hostility. Guard job and bosses will notice. You could
against impulsive speech and be laying the groundwork for a raise
behavior. Force yourself to be con- or promotion later on! Cure depres
centrative at work.
sion by keeping busy.

l ,20)-- Not the time

CANCER: (Jone 21 to July 22)--A
heavy workload could make you feel
sorry for yourself if you let it. You're
only tired, and things look brighter
' after a good night's rest! If others are
not .doing their share, just go it alone
without feeling frustrated or angry.

Cantata singers on campus
The Vancouver Cantata Singers,
an amateur community choir from
the Canadian province of British
Columbiji, will perforqi on campus
Jan. 25.
Now in its twenty-third season,
the fifty-voice choir will present a
musical program entitled
"Miniature Masterworks" at 3
p.m. Sunday in Hertz Recital Hall.
Sponsored by the Central Singers
with assistance from the University College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences, the afternoon perfor..............,.,1111111H1t11uu11uua1H1111111•

LIBRA:

ARIES: (March 21 to April
19)-Control your tendency toward
volatile outbursts of temper both at
home and in the workplace-it will
work to your disadvantage! Angry
confrontations can inspire others to
plot against you to "get even." Cut
down on your spending, too.

LEO: (July 23 to Aug.22)--Start
out for appointments in plenty of time
so you don't rush inattentively in
transit. Work on your own in areas
that are very familiar to you and your
expertise does not require cooperation
from others. Be patient with delays.
VIRGO: (Aug. 23 to Sept.
22)--Accept challenges on the job,
make decisions and display your
skills. Don't let frustration bog you
down when a project you want to '.
complete runs into snap· and red ;
tape. Don't give up on it...exercise
patience and wait for a better time.
'

mance is open to the public by
donation.

CAPRICORN: (Dec. 22 to bn
19)--Keep your mind ·on your jol
while at work and don't let domesti1
upsets decrease your efficiency. Thin!
before you speak or unkind remark
could deeply hurt a loved one. Make
amends by being attentive and try tc
restore harmony.
AQUARIUS: (J!ln. 20 to Feb.
18)-Travel is not particularly favorec
now. Interruptions when you're try
ing to work can be annoying bu1
avoid being irritable with loved ones
Don't try to relieve your frustratiom
by going on a spending spree or you
create more problems!

PISCES:· (Feb. 19 to March
20)-Investment tips from others may
not be reliable just now. Not the time
for speculation. ResiSt the impulse to11
spend your hard-earned money on
luxury items, too. Travel is not
favored and you should stay alert:
while behind the wheel of your car. I

23, they will perfom in Langley on
Whidbey Island, and the following
. events will find them singing on the
Cited as one of the city's three Washington State University camleading choirs by Vancouver's pus.
.
.
Playboard Magazine, the singers'
repertoire encompasses the whole
range of choral music from a cair
- ~Or' Central senior Mary Zum- : hoiarships at the national ACTF
pella ' "miniatures" to major
U l 0
J~
brunen, fro1D Ellensburg, has been meeting in Washington, D.C.; in
choral-orchestral productions.
chosen to compete Feb. 3 in the April.
The Ryan scholarship award for
semi-finals
of the regional Irene
James Fankhauser, associate
excellence in acting was establishRyan acting competition.
professor of music at the UniversiNominated by member judges ed by the ACTF in 1972 to honor the
ty of British Columbia, directs the
group. He holds a Bachelor of , Auditions for a student-directed from the American College veteran character actress who
SCEC RAFFLE
MusicdegreefromtheOberlinCol- play at Central have been set for Theatre Festival, who attended the capped off a long career on BroadCWU · production of Bertolt way with her role as Granny in the
Jan. 22-Feb. 13th . = ~= -= lege
Conservatory and a master's Jan. 26 and Tl, at 7 p.m. in Barge
Brecht's Mother Courage last television show, "The Beverly
degree in musicology from the Hall's Threepenny Theatre.
D.rawing
University of California at
Shadow Box, by Michael November , Zumbrunnen will . Hillbillies."
The 1982 Northwest Drama Con.
50
Berkeley. He completed his Christofer, which won the 1977 compete in a field of 30 student acTkts. •
ference will be hosted by Central
Oregon
and
tors
from
Washington,
ea.
---=-d
Pulitzer
Prize,
will
be
directed
by
3 for •1 ~00
aca emic training as a Fulbright
. J hn .
· Alaska at the annual Northwest bringing together college and
Scholar at Oxford University and semor o Fe1gen.
Drama Conference meeting at the university faculty and students
of
Music
in
Set
in
several
northern
Califorthe
Royal
Academy
OFFERING
London.
nia hospital cottages, the two-act Oregon College of Education in concerned with modem theatre.
•206.00 Cash or 5
play about the terminally ill and · Monmouth, Oregon.
Ten finalists will be selected to
One Qu~i:ter
The Vancouver choir is currently life before death requires a cast of
Free l uition i touring Washington state. On Jan. our men, four women and one teen- complete the competition Feb~ 4,
according to contest rules. The
==5"~•;•;w~m;~~uim~m~uim~m~1~~~";•i1~m~oo~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~ · ~d~~~~~d
,.s
The drama will be performed at regional winner will receive $750 in .program
The Capitol Theatre hs become a
March 12, 13, and 14. For scripts scholarship funds, and the right to
and other information, those in- compete in a national competition participant in the Central intern;
.
ship program. Janey Randall, a
terested may contact the CWU later in the year.
Department of Drama, Edison
From 12 regional contests, two · s~nior working her way towards a
Hall 204, telephone 963-1766.
degree in Leisure Services Adwinners will be awarded 2 500 sc
ministration in the Perfonning
Arts, will assist Tom Tomlinson,
execute manager, and the staff of
the theatre. She will work winter
quarter at the theatre, learning all
phases of theatre management and
production.
Randall grew up in California
where she studied theaire for 3
· years before moving to
Ellensburg. She has been involved
in Central's drama department for
! 603 North Main
925-5539,
J years.

.

A · ··d •u• RS
l .. d
d rama .s ate

·. Central senior in
acting conte·st

5

--=:-=-

I

Capitol Th_e atre
'in Central

.FOREIGN CAR
REPAIRS AND PARTS

.vw.

DATSUN
TOYOTA

·1NDEPENDENT .AUTO REPAIR

UGLY BEAR
TAVERN
Keg·s to Go

: $28.00 plus ·deposit
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Books

Book probes 1nale sexuality
~ince its initial Delacorte Press
hardcover publication early in
1980, Nancy Friday's MEN IN
LOVE: Men's Sexual Fantasies:
The Triumph of Love Over Rage
has met with the unqualified praise
of critics, writers, and professionals alike. Now, the tabooshattering number- one bestseller
is available from Den' in paperback as a Special Release for
February.

Much like her previous
bestseller My Mother/MyseH, the
three million copy bestselling landmark
study
of
the
mother/daughter relationship
which changed the consciousnes of
-an entire nation of women in the
1970's, MEN IN LOVE probes the
depths of male sexuality, making a
parallel breakthrough for men in
the 1980's.

the "sacred" origins of female sex- · Based on thousands of candid
uality, MEN IN LOVE liberates responses from men aged 14
the powerful sexual feelings which through their 60' s, and written in
lie at the core of the male identity. consultation with prominent
psychiatric authorities, MEN IN
LOVE chronicles the fantasy images and scenarios which men
devise. Fantasies that range in
scope and intensity from the
tenderness of first love recalled to
the most graphically conceived visions of erotic and exotic sex are
outline, revealing the powerful
conflict between love and rage that
is at the center of all male emotion.
Choosing a representative
sampling of two hundred fantasies
from the thousands submitted
voluntarily, Friday explores the
meaning of these imagined sexual
encounters with acute and sympathetic analysis. She explains to
men, as well as women, how these
fantasies emerge from earliest
childhood development and from
society's myths, expectations, and
pressures. She identifies a ''denied

As MY MOTHER/MYSELF exploded the myths of female sexuality by _intense examination of

little boy'' at the center of every
adult male, and alter ego which experiences a powerful dualism between his own male instincts and
external expectations.
Friday explains that the dominant male principle in society
demands that men be tough and
domineering with women, always
in control ~nd sexually voracious.
The female principle, on the other
hand, dictates that women remain
aloof from sexual encounter. This
sets men and women in inevitable
conflict and generates awesome
feelings of fear, rage, and frustration in men. Friday then draws on
the actual fantasies submitted to
show how men retreat to their im-

aginations to attempt resolution of
this ongoing conflict.
Fantasies, concludes Friday, are
the often-secret imaginings of men
who are trying to resolve their conflicting desires of love and fear for
women with their all-powerful sexual drives which are forced to be
stifled by societal constraints. In
the future, states Friday, it is
hoped that we can resolve the conflict between men and women such
that: "Rewards and punishments,
love and hate, intimacy and
autonomy, will not be taken as
dichotomies that run along
feminine or masculine lines, but as
mixtures that vary with the
temperants of individual mothers·
and fathers."

Gampu6 Pape1ba~k r>e6t6eller6
1. Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,.
$6.95.) A sort of love story: fiction.

2. Godel, Escher, Bach, by Douglas R. Hofstadter. (Vintage, $8.95.} Computer scientist's theory of reality.

3. Jailbird, by Kurt Vonnegut. (Dell, $2.95.) One man's life,

Drama subject of anthology

from Harvard through Watergate: fiction.

4. The Right Stuff, by Tom Wolfe. (Bantam, $3.50.) The
story of America's first manned space program.

A selection of distinctive, award
winning plays of the 1970's will appear in February with the publication of Famous American Plays of
the 1970's, the sixth volume in
Laurel~ s popular American Drama
Series.
The series, which includes
retrospectives from the 1nos,
1930s, 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, is
enhanced by this new 1970s addition, a selection of drama from the
decade complemented with an introduction by Ted Hoffman. The
collection includes Albert Innaurto's " Gemini," Sam Shepard's
"Buried Child," Michael Weller's
"Moonchildren,'' Bernard Slade's'.
"Same Time, Next Year," David
Rabe's "The Basic Training of

Pavlo Hummel,'' and Ed Bullins'
"The Taking of Miss Janie."

characters as "zombie-like survivors of an apocolyptic time."

Each of the plays selected for
this anthology has been c;hosen for
its unique expression of the
American experience during the
1970's as well as its impact on the
American theatre scene and its
ability to engage an audience's imagination in creative ways.

Three of the six plays chosen,
"Moonchildren," "Gemini," and
"The, Basic Training of Pavlo
Hummel," began as off-off Broadway or regional shows which
developed into big-time properties.
"Same Time, Next Year"

In the enlightening introduction
by Ted Hoffman, similarities between the plays chosen are -noted.
Hoffman observes that each of the
plays is filled with "dreams of a
forbidden golden age of the mind,
of the world, which cannot be retained but must be sought and accounted for." He typifies , the

Authorities question students
about anti-Reagan ad
Federal authorities have questioned two students at the Universitv of Massachusetts at Amherst
ab~ut an ad that sought volunteers
to assasinate President-elect
Ronald Reagan. The ad appeared
in the campus newspaper.

ed the ad. When the newspaper
editors refused to release the information, an assistant U.S. attorney
in Springfield subpeonaed the
newspaper's billing records.
No formal charges have been
made in the case last week.
The ad read, in part, "Help send
The ::ewspaper's managing Ronald Reagan tothe big ranch in
editor· sa1d she thought whoever the sky. Give him a permanent role
placed the advertisement had in- in the Death Valley. Applications
tended it as a joke. Severai days now being accepted for Reagan hit]
after it appeared, Secret Service squad. Experience with automatic
officers called to ask who had plac- weapons and explosives a plus."

originated on Broadway and was
made into a full-length feature film
as was "Gemini." "Buried Child"
won the Pulitzer Prize in 1979 and
"The Taking of Miss Janie" won
the Critics' Circle Award in 1975.
Hoffman's dramatic expertise is
drawn from an extensive career in
the field. He taught at Stanford
University, Bard College, and
Carnegie-Mellon University, in addition to serving as editor for "The
Drama Review" and "Alternative
Theatre." He currently serves as
chairman of the New York University School of the Arts in New York
City.

5. The Official Preppy Handbook, edited by Lisa Birn6. Tripte, by Ken Follett. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.) Agents vie for
power in the Middle East: fiction.

7. Smiley's People, by John le Carre. (Bantam, $3.50.)
British masterspy versus Russian counterpart.

8. Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain, by Betty Edwards. (J.P. Tarcher, $8.95.) Anyone can draw.
9. Portraits, by Cynthia Freeman. (Bantam, $3.50.) Four
generations of a family, from New York to San Francisco.
10. Garfield at Large, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Wit
and wisdom of comic strip cat.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. January 1, 1981.

TV affects schoolwork
Campus Digest Ntws Stn:ire

A California survey indicates that
the more a stud~nt watches television,
the worse he does in school.
No matter how much homework
the students did, how intelligent they
were or how much money their
parents made the relationship between television and test scores were_

nearly identical.
The study concluded that for
educational purposes television is not
helpful and should be turned off.
More than 500,000 California
public school students in the sixth and
12th grades were included in the
survey.
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Girl throws baby away

B•

HARRISONBURG, Va. (CH) - A
former James Madison University
student has been charged with attempted murder after she allegedly gave birth to a baby girl in a
JMU dorm, then tried to throw it
away.

the housing system prevented
them from detecting the presence
of the nonstudent in the dormitory.

Law enforcement officials say
. the woman gave birth to a fullterm baby girl in the bathroom of
the dormitory, and was unaided in
the delivery. She then allegedly put
the ·baby in a plastic trash bag, tied
the bag and placed it in th~ trash
box of a dormitory kitchen. The
baby was discovered about 15
minutes later by another student
who heard her crying, officials
. said.

Members of her sorority, Zeta
Tau Alpha, said recently they were
unaware of the former student's
pregnancy and of her academic
.suspension. "We'll give her support,'' says one sorority member.
"She has a personal problem that
needs to be dealt with.'' Other
sorority sisters described the
woman as "happy and normal individual, who kept t~ herself."

I
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The former student had remained
in the dormitory this fall, ~ despite
having been suspended from-JMU
last spring for academic reasons.
. School officials say a breakdown in

e
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In · recent times, Campu~ Police have let up some on the enforcehave lessened enforcement of rules ment of WAC 106-116-901, the
· involving the use of bicycles, but ' cluster of rules dealing with bicy.:
this doesn't mean there are no of- · cle use on campus," explains Cam· pus Police Corporal John
fenses. .
Slaughter.
"Due to a lack of complaints, we
If pedestrians who work or at-

If convicted in Juvenile and
Domestic Relations .·Court, the
woman could face a prison
sentence of one to 20 years.

Crier .ads
·worklll

· tend classes on campus are
pestered by bicyclists, they must
. leave a complaint with the campus
police on the eleventh and D
streets intersection or dial the
operator for their:nwnber.
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- Thursday & Friday Featuring Jamie Miller
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Saturdav & Sunday Featuring t
I
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MUNDY_'S
4th & Pearl
Downtown Ellensburg
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Central blasted by Eastern
by Matt McGillen
Sports Editor
Eastern
Washington
University's jump from the NAIA
to the NCAA Division II ranks, apparently was more than just a
name change.
And no one knows that better
than the CWU Wildcats.
By comletetly donlinating play.
from the opening tip . to the .final
buzzer, the Screaming Eagles
blitzed the confused and frustrated
Cats 76-55 at Nicholson Pavilion!
Saturday night. Raising their record to 10-6 with
the victory, the Eagles started out
hot and then turned blazing as Central was never really in the game,
much to the dismay of the nearly
4000 fans who turned out for what
they hoped would be a repeat
display of last year's district
championship, the final step on the
Cat's road to Kansas City for the
NAIA national tournament.
It was not to be.
Rolling quickly to a 12-2 lead ear-

ly in the firsi; half, the Eagles !
played near flawless defense while .
at the same time .seldom missing
the wide open shots they got
against the Cat's porous defense. .
The game movies of ·Eastern :
might well be used as defensive ·
training films. After almost 10
m1nutes of play, Central had only
two field goals to show for it's effort, while the Eagles were already
in command 18-4.
The Cats did creep back within
six, but the Eagles promptly went
on a scoring surge that left a dazed r
CWU team down by an insurmountable 40-18 halftime score. The :
leader of that burst was EWU's ·
Don Graves, who poured in 16 firsthalf points. The 6-6 junior forward
ended the night with 26 points to
take game scoring honors.
_ And while Garves and the rest of
the Eagles were hitting the hoop at
a fifty percent clip, Central made
just 8-of-39 fir~t-half shots.
Exit about one-third of the dissapointed crowd.
For those who decided to stay
around, the second twenty minutes

was 'little better tha~ the first.
The Wildcats, who fell to 8-5 on
the season with the loss, made an
aborted run at the Eagles early in
the second hall to pull nearly
within striking distance at 50-32.
But that was as close as the Cats
would get.
:
Eastern went ·on another off~n
sive binge to push th~ lead back mto the mid-twenties and school was
out.
Central Coach Dean Nicholson
offered no alibis.
''I have no excuses,'' he said.
One consolation that the_
Wildcats have is the fact that ~ince
the Eagles are now competing in
the Division II, the embarassing
defeat will not count against Central in their NAIA point standings,
in which they are first in the
district with a 7-1 record against
NAIA foes.
Lucky Taylor topped Central' s
scoring with 18 points as the only
CWU player in double figures. But
the 6-8 swingman hit just 7-of-19
field goals and sp~nt much of the
game on the bench.

Wildcats look to rebound ,
begin long hoine stand
"We've got to solve our own problems and not worry about what
our opponents are doing,"
Nicholson said, in evaluating the
upcoming schedule.
"Our two biggest problems right
now are defense and passing. We
are not passing the ball enough. We
just haven't been showing any offensive patience."
The lack of patience was
reflected in CWU's 24 for 75
shooting, including eight of 39 in
the first half, against Eastern.
Western started the week with a
3-11 record and in ninth place
( 1. 75) in the Krause Kount point
race. Simon Fraser was tied with
Central at 3.875.
"Western isn't a very big club,·
but they are playing well. They led
Eastern at half by eight points
before losing and they lost to

By Bob Guptill

Central Washington begins the
busiest - and perhaps the most important - part of its basketball
schedule Friday with parts of the
puzzle still not fitting together.
The Wildcats host Western
Washington and district co-leader
Photo by Doug Keith Simon Fraser Friday · and SaturLucky Taylor, 6-8 CWU swingman, went high into _the air for a rebound day. Puget Sound is here Tuesday,
against arch rival Eastern. Taylor pumped in 18 points but the Eagles Jan. 27 and Whitman visits the
following Thursday. Then the
thumped the Wildcats 76-55.
Wildcats hit the road for a pair of
games Friday and Saturday at
Lewis-Clark State and Eastern
Washington.
CWU is 8-5 after splitting a pair
sion. They will play on Tuesday of games last week. It defeated
by Leroy Cruse
and Thursday nights. Knee High Lewis-Clark State 91-70 Thursday,
were the champions last season . but dropped a 76-55 decision to
With team rosters due in last and are back again to defend their · Eastern Washington Saturday, its
week, the men's and women's in- title.
worst home defeat since 1959.
tramural program is underway.
There will also be a Co-ed league
This quarter's program consists of · this
quarter, where men and
four leagues: men's, women's, six- women will compete together.
foot and under and Co-ed.
There is a total of six teams in the
The men's league has three divi- league, and they will play on TueSsions, "A", "B" and "C". The day and Thursday nights. Last
men's "A" league will play on year's winners were the Sixty
Monday and Wednesday nights, Niners.
while the "B" and "C" leagues will
A new addition this year will be
compete on Tuesday and Thursday Intertube basketball, with the obnights. Each of the three leagues ject of the game the same as
are divided into two divisions, with regular basketball. The only catch
each division consisting of six is that you have to manuver an in- · AUBURN, Ala. (CH) - A bird in
presented War Eagle swimmer
teams. The winner from division I tertube around the pool instead of hand may be worth two in the bush,
Rowdy Gaines with an eagle
will play the winner from division manuvering your feet around .the but a feather in hand can be worth
feather mounted on a plaque, in
II to determine the overall cham- basketball court. Jan. 30 is the nothing but trouble.
honor of his world record
pion.
d~adline for turning in team
That's what Auburn University 200-meter freestyle record set last
Last years' winner, Ivory Coast, rosters, wich must be accompain- officials discovered when they
April. Auburn President Dr. Hanly
defeated Phoenix to taJj~ ~L~~ue ed by a $15 registration fee.
honors.
Recreation Co-ordinator Bill
This year's womens' league has Parker would like to remind all
'/]._
. -;r,
10 teams competing. They will play home teams to pick up a score
on Tuesday and Thursday nights sheet and that home teams are re~.:-;
and occasionaly on St,Uldays.
.. -~·--.,
quired to provide a scorekeeper
~ .
~
Last year's winner of the before game time. Teams failing to
womens' league was the do so may have their gaine
Specializing in
~·
Hoopsters.
forfeited.
Chinese Foods
There are also two six-foot and
Even though there are eight
under leagues this year, men's fewer teams participating this
Also ... American Foods
"E" ·and "D" leagues. They also year [from last year's total of 84],
will consist of· 12 teams in each the program looks to be a fullflling
Phone 925-2090
207 N. Main, Ellensburg, Wn.
league and six teams in each divi- llne.

lntra1rturals underway

Lewis-Clark State by just three
points," Nicholson pointed out.
Oliver, Western's tallest player
at 6-5, is averaging 13.9 points and
Rick Wills, a 5-11 guard, is scoring
10.6.

. Simon Fraser, 9-6 overall, boasts
the district's top scorer in Jay
Triano, who also played on the
Clansman football i team as a
receiver. He is averaging 24.8. He
is the school's all-time leading
scorer.
"They have a darn good club,"
Nicholson said. "St. Martin's had
to play their best game of the year
to beat them last weekend."
Nicholson said Murphy and
Jackel are both excellent players.
"Jackel particularily gave us problems last year," Nicholson said.

L---------------------------------------....1

Wildlife officals

•
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swimming.award

: ·: III
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.~,,
- ··,· ,

'1' ~

1ea qa'tdew.
Restau'z.anl

Funderburk, who had just taken office, presented the swimmer with
the trophy in a campus ceremony.
Although they weren't on hand
for the occasion, United States
Fish and Wildlife Service officials
heard about Gaines' trophy and
were something less than pleased. ·
In a letter to Funderburk, they said
that eagle feathers are not suitable
as awards, and should be either
displayed in a museum or used in
specific religious ceremonies by
American Indian tribes.
Since Auburn fails to qualify on
either count, Gaines' feathery
could have produced a 10-year
prison term and a $5,000 fine. To
avoid that stiff penalty, Auburn officials will stick to more traditional
trophies - at least until plastic and
wood become endagered species.
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U.S. Hockey team chosen

AP names sportsmen of the year

NEW YORK (AP) - The; did it ~eeded se~enth in the field of 12.
Wheri'they won the ..gold, so -'lid
for themselves, yet most They left with a 6-0-1 record and the rest of the nation.1n a winter of
Americans felt a part of the recognition as the world's best increasingly depressing news, the
·
hockey· team.
U.S. Olympic hockey team was
g1or1ous
achievement .
For that, and for staging one of
"It.comes back to us more and like a breath of fresh air.
the most memorable and unlikely more what we achieved when the
"The way we started to jell and
· upsets in sports history, the 20 AP or Sports ruustrated who chose .
members of the gold medal- .the team as Sportsmen of the Year put together," said Johnson, now
winning United States Olympic honors us this way," said Mark .with the Pittsburgh Penguins of
hockey team collectively was nam- Johnson. ''The type of acclaim that the National Hockey Leauge,
. ed The Associated Press Male we're receiving by the media now "every day the feeling became
Athlete of the Year on Thursday.
makes it seem even more realistic · more and more exciting. We reached a pyramid and we were on top of
The hockey team easily out- than when it first happened.
distanced another Lake Placid
What happened was that Brooks it in the last game against
hero, · speed skater Eric Heiden, and assistant ·coach Craig Patrick Finland.''
winner of five gold medals in five molded .20 collegians over a six"I don't think I can get quite that
· races, 139 votes to 99 in nationwide · month training period and 61 ex- high again," said Baker, now
balloting by 422 sports writers and hibition games into a fmely tuned defenseman with the Montreal
broadcasters. Kansas City's · machine that would not be denied . ·canadiens. "I hope I can. It's fun• · George Brett, the American glory at Lake Placid. With each ny but we got way up there emoLeague's Most Valuable Player, game, beginning with a 2-2 tie with tionally for the Olympics and I
was third with 92 votes.
Sweded produced on a last-minute . think it's easier for 20 college kids
The hockey team will receive the goal by Bill Baker, through a 7-3 to do that than to do it in the pros,
first J ess·e Owens Memorial thrashing of the feared Czechs, to where everyone is from different
Award, in memory of the legen- the medals round upset over the backgrounds.
dary track star who died last powerful Societs and the clinching
1
March.
final victory over Finland, the
"The togetherness of the team
unbelievable. We all got ~long
The underdog American skaters, ·hard-working youngsters f rom the was
.
so well .that it didn't make sense. I
aoached by the intense frozen ponds 'of the United States . don't think even Herb Brooks
d. isciplinarian Herb Brooks, became more and more the focal
realized we'd be that together."
. entered the Olympic tournament point for this nation.

) Men win three

Cats' hack on track
by Alan Anderson

Following their poor showing
against the University of British
Columbia, the CWU mens' swimming and diving team got back on
track last weekend, picking up victories over Pacific Lutheran
University, Lewis and Clark College, and The Evergreen State College, to raise their season record to
5-2.
_ The womens' team picked up a
victory over Evergreen and dropped to PLU and Lewis and Clark
while upping their record to 5-3.
Coach Bob.Gregson was pleased
with the, performances of several
swimmers. ''Tom Dunning had a
very goo4 swim in the 200 Free
(1:51.96), which is good for this
early in the season."
''Bruce Fletcher also swam really strong in the 50 and 100
Freestyles," Gregson said. His
times were 22.67 and 50.82 respectivly.

For the girls, Laurie Pancn
drew praise from Gregson for her
11:39.1inthe1000 Free, which was
just nine seocnds shy of the national qualifying standard.
He also stressed Shanon Tweit's
two wins in the 200 and 500
Freestyles. "To the best of our
knowledge, her 200 time (2:07.95)
is the best in the region so far this
year."
Those picking up wins over the
weekend for Central include Dunning, Fletcher, Bob Kennedy, Terry
Lathan, Jeff Leak, Jeff Osborn,
and Kirk Fletcher for the men. For
the women, Partch, Tweit, Molly
Mealoy, Linda Ashburn, Stephanie
Ward, Julie Harshbarger, Terry
Richey, Pam Ruggles, Julie
Lorang, and Kathy Hall all grabbed wins.
The Wildcat tankers next home
action is tonight against Eastern
Washington University .at
Nicholson Pavilion. The meet will
begin at 4 p.m.

·
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Fabric Pictures
for your walls
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you need an inexpensive splash of .:)
color for a drab1 wall? The Golden
Needle has the answ~r .· .. ~
,.#ll,I
A FABRIC PICTURE II ·
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Simply streteh the fabric ·print
around the· wooden frame, use a ·
staple gun or hammer and a few
minutes of your time, and
PRESTO, you have a fabric
picture!!!
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·iDoctor'sl ·
Advice

Ca#lpflS D~t !+i"''S s,rw,

Q. If I take •P joging, wiD I Deed

more sleep at llipt?
A. Assuming that you are getting a
sufficient amount of sleep prior to
beginning yur jogging program, there
is no reason to believe that you would
require more sleep once you are involved in it.
Beginning joggers often-times find .
themselves sleeping better. Once you
Johnny Frazzini looked on .in disgust as the Wildcats were routed by
are involved in a proper jogging proEastern Saturday night.
Photo by Doug Kei~
gram you tend to be more relaxed
and find that it is easier to sleep
If you expand your jogging program, however, and start putting in
long, hiird miles, your body will require more sleep. If one tends to push
too hard in a running program
without getting enough sleep, the
Central Washington continues its
Two of WSU' s losses were .
symptoms of staleness or overforay into the Pacific-10 con- against Oregon State and one came
training begin to appear. These symp-. ·fer enc e this week hosting against Oregon. The Cougars
toms consist of insomnia, loss of apWashington State University Fri- defeated Eastern 35-13 in their last
petite, fatigue, loss of attention span,
day, 3 p.m., at Nicholson Pavilion. outing.
depression, elevation of pulse, nerThe Wildcats lost all three of
Despite the three lopsided losses,
vousness or irritability and low grade
their matches on their road trip to CWU coach Eric Beardsley
muscle or joint pain.
Oregon last week, losing to Pac-10 thought things worked out well for
A runner who is pushing ·too h~ud
powers Oregon ( 42-3) and Oregon his team. "I'm really pleased with
and not getting enough rest can have
State ( 40-7) and to Portland State our first five weights," the veteran
some or all of the above-mentioned
(28-12).
CWU coach said.
symptoms. Therefore, the key to
Washington State brings a 6-4
Ronald Ellis (Tacoma), CWU's
preventing these problems is to train
record and a vastly improved two-time national NAIA runnerup
at a comfortable level and increase
squad to Ellensburg under first- at 126 pounds, won tw.o of three
one's jogging in a slow and steady
year coach Phil Parker. Among matches on · the trip. Richard
fashion.-Dr. Mitchell L. Feingold,
the top Cougar grapplers are Esparza(Grandview), a 150-pound
podiatrist, marathon runner and
Othello's John Bliss at 177 P<>unds, · transfer from Long Beach .State,
clinical instructor of radiology at the
defending Pac-10 champion Brian
University of California, San Diego .Higa at 118 and Dan Morrow at 190. was impressive and divided his
two matches.
School of Medicine.
Morrow is 13-1 on the season.
Charles Hicks (Prosser) came
home with only one win at 134
pounds, but had his best match of
the season-in a 11-7 loss to Portland
State's Rick Anderle after leading
5-1 .
SaIIY Segawa .of Aomori, Japan
(118) and Longview's C.D. Hoiness
(142) were winless on the trip, but
faced three tough, major college
opponents.
o
Beardsley believes the Wildcats
could be very tough in the lower
weights once they get a few more
matches under their belt.
'>
The WSU match is the only dual
of the week for Central. The
202 E. FOURTH
Wildcats return to Portland Sat.,
962-2375
Jan. 31 to compete in the Portland
State Invitational.

Matmen host WSU

WINDS

•BOOKS

PRINTS

o COFF.EE

TEA
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Wildcat hoop
•
action
•••

photo by Wade Riley

••• not
all glory
Top: CWU' s Vern Adams goes to the -floor after a driving lay-in during
Central's 91-70 victory over Lewis-Clark, Idaho, Friday night.
Bottom: Adams receives assistance from Wildcat trainer Gary Smith
while Robert Nellam (20) looks on.

Late flurry carries Idaho
past CWU wo1nen
With six minutes remaining in
the game, the Central Washington
Women's basketball team s~ill had
victory within their grasp, trailing
the University of Idaho by just five
points.
Five minutes later victory was
not only just no longer within the
Wildcats grasp, it was not even
within sight as UI blew the game
open in the closing moments for a
91-72 Northwest Empire League
win at Nicholson Pavilion Saturday afternoon,
Central is now winless in three
conference games and 4-6 on the
season.
Trailing by just two, 36-34, at
halftime, the Cats played a seesaw, run and gun game with Idaho
until the last few minutes. But
several turnovers and nwnerous
fouls proved to be Central's
downfall late in the game.
Going to the line nearly twice as
many times as the Cats, Idaho connected on 23-of-31 free throws. In
I

Solution

I •""''I

comparison, Central hit eight of
only 16 tries from the foul line,
although they did outshoot the
visitors from the field.
The two teams were nearly evenly matched in the · rebounding
department, with Idaho holding a
slight ~39 edge.
Idaho's Densise Brose led all
scorers with 24 points, while
Charlene ·Bates and Tammy
Bullock each pwnped in 14 to pace
th~ Wildcats.

Cerhral Palsey telethon nets ,$13.1 million
LOS ANGELES (AP) - With help
from celebities like Carol Burnett
and Bur.t Reynolds, a record $14.2
million in pledges was raised in a
21-hour "Weekend With the Stars"
nationwide telethon for Cerbral
Palsey research and related programs.
The total pledged during the
third annual telethon surpassed
the $13.1 million pledged a year
ago.

The telethon, based in Hollywood
with segments from Las Vegas,
Nev., and New York City, was
devoted to raising. funds for the
United Cerebral Palsy Spastic
Children's Foundation.

Win a

FREE AIRPLANE RIDE
CWU Flying· Club invites you for a ride.
By filling out the coupon you become
eligible to win a free introductory flight
in the Club's Cessna 172.

.Kegs to go $28.00

Five lucky 1,tames and ten alternate names will be drawn
on Jan. ·29, 81 at 8:00 ~' at' the Flying club meeting in the
SUB. Entries must be receivett by 5:00 PM Tuesday Jan.
27 in club President AI Watson's room Barto A-16,
hand carried or by mail. ~e Conditions are:

BUCKBOARD
TAVERN

1. Open to all registered CWU students: commercial pilots, ATP p~lots or flight
instructors not eligible.
2. Only one entry per student will be accepted.
3. Winning tickets are non-transferable. Flight awarded to winners who elect not to
fly wilfbe _awarded to next followup.
•
4. Not open to present or past CWU flying club members.
5. Flight(s) to be made at time(s) convenient for winner(s) and club flight
instructor. weekdays or weekends.
.
6. Five winning names and ten(lO) followup names will be drawn by an ASC
official & ordered 1through15 accordingly.
·

and

t

$21.00 pony
kegs. ·
11 : OOa.m. - 2: OOa.m.
1302 S. Ruby
••••••••••••• ••

925-9921

Also appearing were Helen Red- dy, Donald O'Connor, Dinah Shore,
Florence Henderson, Farrah
Fawcett and Erik Estrada. There
were taped performances by
Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin.

··---··--•••••·-·--~·-•••• I

This coupon when ·validated entitles the bearer to one free
1
1 introductory fight with the Cwu Flying Club:

1
I

1

Phone

1

I

Name

I

1

ASC No:

1

Address

I
·Man or deliver to Flying Club Pre~ident Al Watson, Barto
1
I A·16 [963-1633). Must be received by 5:00 PM, Jan. 27, 1981.

I
1
I

·-- -------- -----------------..
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With hostages' timely release
Carter leaves office a free man
minutes after Ronald Reagon had
.been sworn in as Carter's successor.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Jimmy
Carter left office a free man. By
his own unceasing efforts, the
burden that _weighted down his
final year in the White House was
lifted and the outgoing president
could anticipate a measure of the
public gratitude he so often was
denied.

Whether the delay was a
deliberate move by the Iranians to
hold up release of the hostages un·
til Carter was out of office may
never be know.
But Carter will survive the
disappointment and he will have
the satisfaction of flying to
Wiesbaden, West Germany, to
welcome the hostages to freedom.
He will undertake that mission not
as president, but as the personal
representative of President
Reagan.
For Carter, resolution of the
hostage crisis, even if the timing
fell short of his last hope in office,
sends him into private life with a
good start at gaining the public affection Americans traditionally
lavish on former presidents.

Yet, it was sadly characteristic
of the long national ordeal of the
American hostage crisis that its
resolution included one more petty
cruelty.
Carter yearned to tell the nation
before he left office that the
hostages were free. The diplomatic and economic
pressures, the threat of military
action, the political changes in the
U.S. and Iran, the repeated
frustrations - all the efforts over so
many months finally seemed to be
bearing fruit and offering Carter
that last-minute consolation prize.
But it was not to be. The clock
ran out. One last unexplained
delay kept the 52 Americans on the
ground at Tehran Airport until 33

Americans are kind to their
former leaders, even those they reject.
Sometimes the process is slow.
But even Richard M. Nixon seems

Financial aid
"It would save a lot of effort if
students would clear the Financial

Aid table at registration. We don't
even know if a student is in school
until they go through."
It seems the system is going as
fast _as it can at this point. Wilma
Pratt, supervisor of the Cashier's
Office said that the staff works
overtime Wednes~ay and Thursday nights to get the checks done
by Friday and Monday.
According to John Liboky, the
director of financial aid, it hasn't

to be emerging from the cloud
under which he left office. Gerald
R. Ford held the affection of
Americans even while they rejected his bid for election to a fouryear term in the White House.
Carter left office at 56, a relative-ly young man for a former president. In the days after his landslide
defeat by Reagan, Carter disavowed any interest in regaining the
president or even in playing a
strong role in the Democratic Party.
But Carter is a strong-willed,
ambitious man who feels he was
misjudged by the Affierican people, that he suffered because he
was willing to take on tough problems and that he was victimized
by events beyond his control, such
as the takeover of the American
Embassy in Tehran on Nov. 4, 1979.
Now he will have a chance to ex·
amine his term in office, to writE
his own version of that period, anc
to watch his successor try to dea
with the domestic and interna
tional crises that bombard th'
presidency.

(cont'd trom pg. 1)

KALAMAZOO, Mich. (AP) -Actor Ed Asner, who plays the role of
city editor Lou Grant on the television series of the same name, called a Kalamazoo Gazette columnist
but got Barbara Walters instead.
Only this Barbara Walters was
not the television personality of the
same name. She is a Gazette
reporter.
"This is Lou Grant," said Asner,
who was calling Art Sills, a writer
he met last fall during a political
campaign. But Sills was on vacation and his phone was answered
by someone else.
"And this is Barbara Walters,"
came the reply.
Asner's response of "You're putting me on" also had occured to
Mrs. Walters who is accustomed to
the jokes about her name.
Sills has returned from vacation,
· but he hasn't heard from Asner.
1

Lou Gr_ant,
Barbara Walters "You 're putting
me On "

Newspaper prints ,drug price Index
CamJ»IS Digtst NntS Smict

For the last two months, the
Chicago Illini, an independent student newspaper at the University of
Illinois at Chicago Circle, has
published a monthly index of street
prices for several illegal drugs. The
editor of the newsi)aper said the index
was intended as a satire of stockmarket quotations. He added that he
had not yet made the decision on

whether to run the index this month.
In what police say was an unrelated
incident, Roland Priebe, then the
acrwertising manager for the Illini, was
·mested last month for possession of
illegal drugs and released on $1,000
cash bond.
·
Priebe, who is no longer with ihe
Illini, faces a hearing on several
felony counts next month •.

Why are these people smiling?

always been this way. "We once
were giving out the checks at
registration, writing one up for
everyone who had applied for
financial aid. But the Business Office, ·who wrote the checks, -found
that it was too expensive because
some students who were granted
aid never showed up to claim their
check. Then the [state] auditor
came in and said the office that
granted the awards couldn't give
out the checks, so we had to have
the Business Office take that
over."

Books can he charged
.by Pat Reed.

Students on Financial Aid can
charge textbooks at the University
Bookstore. .
Wendell Hill, the Director of
Auxiliary Services (which includes
th~ Boo~tor~) explained:
~e tried it several years ago,
but it was abused. We decided this
fall "!'e would try it again. We'd like
to give students on financial aid the
same opportunities to buy used
books as any other student.
don't charge students for
~s. Students sign the form, which
is the same one as for a Room and

yve

·
, Board E......
Ai.ension,
and agree to
pay. If they don't we can have
them withheld from Registration
and put a hold on their transcripts.
The procedure is as follows:
'The Bookstore has the forms. All a
st.uden~ needs to do is to go to the
Fmanc1al Aid Office and get a copy
of their Award of Aid, the letter announcing how much aid and what
kind. Take that to the Bookstore
fill out the form, and then pay it
when you get your check.
'If we start seeing problems
we'll quit for a while, then try it
again.

_photo by Doug Keith

Central students, Bryan Blevins, Doug Burrows and Rick Wood are all
smiles before the Wildcat's clash with Eastern. The smiles sqon faded
as the Eagles dumped the Cats 76-55.

COMPARE
OUR MILK'_ PRICES
2% 1h Gallon "87"
Grade A 1h Gallon 81°4
Pasteurized/Homogenized'
Whole 1hGallon g7c·

...

Ope~ ·

lpm-7pm
Mon-Sat
"we accept food coupons"

Winegar's ..u
located

J~1t

411 W. 11111

8 Blocks W•t Of Nlchol1on Pavilion
- 121-1121
1 , .....-1._. .....

or-...._,.,,Salunley
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Centraline:
Off-campus addresses needed ·

Leisure activities club planned

PhilOsophy
talk slated

Student::; receiving financial aid spring quarter, who will be off- , A new club is being formed on campus. The purpose of this organization
campus, n ,ust make arrangements with the Financial Aid Office, Barge . is to bring together people with similar interests and to form a base for
209, by M'1rch 18, 1981, and must provide verification of the off-campus various recreational and social activities. It is geared for single, over 30
The relationship between the
;>rogram and an off-campus address where checks are to be mailed.
individuals who are interested in developing group leisure-time activities
theory of American philosopher
such as camping, backpacking, river floats, family picnics, dances etc.
The initial meeting for this group was Wednesday, Jan 21 in the SUB. In- John Dewey and today's
technology will be examined at a
terested persons wishing further infonnation should call 962-2425 or
Stunning, .spectacular, extraordinary-are just a few of the adjectives 925-4541. 1
colloquium entitled "Dewey and '
•
thafreviewers have used to describe "The Magic of Dance" movie series
Technology: A Phenomenological
showing at the Ellensburg Public Library. Co-sponsored by CWU's OrApproach", here Jan. 28.
chesis, the Public Library and the Ellensburg Youth Ballet, the films will
Sponsored by the philosophy
Applications for financial for 1981-82 are available in the Office of
be viewed at 7:45 p.m. on each Monday evening through February 16th.
department, the free colloquium
Financial Counseling and Financial Aid, Barge Hall 209. Students who
The programs look at the art form through the eyes of Dame Margot Fonwill begin at 7: 30 p.m. in the
are applying for financial aid at Central for 1981-82 must complete the
teyn, who has been called the world's most famous prima ballerina. A
Language and Literature building
Financial Aid Form and the Central application form: Deadline date for
BBC and Time-Life series, "The Magic of Dance" has been made possi.lounge.
submission is March 15, 1981. Applications received after March 15th will
ble by a grant from the Washington State Arts Commission.
Philosophy Prof. Webster Hood
receive full consideration but awards to late applicants will depend solely
will
present a paper reviewing and
_on availability of funds after awards have been made to "on time" applicants. Undergraduate students are, also, required to apply for Basic expanding on Dewey's work on
The English 301 Exemption Examination for qualified students will be Educational Opportunity Grants. The Basic Grant application is included pragmatism.
According to Chester Keller,
given Tuesday, Jan. 27, from 9 a.m. to noon in L&L 415. Students must on the College Scholarship Financial Aid Form.
Philosophy Department Chairregister with the departmental secr.etary in L&L 423 by noon on Jan 26.
man, Hood will explore the ideas of
Students will need to present proof of identity (driver's license ·r any
human experience, especially
other picture bearing item of identification). Qualified students are
The following firms will have representatives at the Career Planning &
matriculated students who have completed English 301 with a grade B or Placement Center to interview interested candidates. Sign-up schedules those that show how people
better or have been exempted from taking English 101.
are posted one week, to the day, before the arrival of the interviewers on develop the need for and relate to
their tools (technology).
campus.
"Dewey's work on pragmatism,
which
he called instrumentalism,
*Jan. 27-28 Weyerhaeuser Company, Tacoma, Washington-Accountingemphasizes the practical side of
A "Toga Dance" will be sponsored by Kennedy Hall on Jan. 24 from 9-1. Controller Division, Technology - Summer 1981 Internships.
human experience - how to get
Admission is 50 cents.
*The Weyerhaeuser Company desires to interview juniors in the thmgs done," Keller said. "To
Technology Program for Summer 1981 Internships. Sign up for these Dewey, technology and language,
interviews-starting Jan. 20. There is requirement for a completed ap- for example, were just 'inThe CWU chapter of Phi Beta Lambda had its annual Officer and plication form, social security no., and resume'.
struments' used.t9 do the job."
Member Installation last month in the Grupe Conference Center. The of-

Dance movies to he shown

Financial aid forms available

English exemption exam

Joh interviews

Toga dance

Phi Beta Lambda elections

ficers were installed by Mark Gastos, Washington State PBL President
and Western Region Vice President.
The newly elected officers are: Keith Olson, President; Eric Johnson,
Vice President; Elaine Wright, Secretary; Jack Page, Treasurer; and
Sandra Watanabe, Reporter.
Dr. Wells Mclnelly, Director of Counseling and Student Development
programs at CWU spoke to the group on "Stress, How to Deal with it."
Following the installation, a formal dinner was held for the officers
members, and special guests. The advisor for PBL is Professor ConniE
Roberts.

Discriminatio'1 problems?
If you have a problem related to your status as a student or employee at
CWU, which may be based on race, sex, religion, age, marital status, national origin or the presence of any handi~ap, you are µrged to contact the
Affirmative Action Office or a member of the Affirmative Action Advisory Council (AAAC). Current AAAC members are: Fred Cutlip, Janet
Dugan, John Greer, Jo Mitchell, Jack Page, Wadell Snyder.; Gretchen·
Stohr or Burt Williams.
·
Also, if you have any suggestions for improvement of the University's
affirmative action effort, please bring it to theattention of the committee. ·

I

News from the library
A selected, partially annotated list of new books from the Central
.Library. On the new book shelves Room 203, Jan. 22-26, 1981.

*Melvin Kranz berg, ed. Ethics in an age of pervasive technology. 1980.
*Ursula King. Towards a new mysticism, Teilhard de Chardin and
eastern religions. 1980.
*George Gallup. Search for America's faith. 1980.
*David G. Bromley. Moonies in America, cult, church, and crusade. ·
1979.
*Egyptian-Israeli treaty, text and selected documents. 1979.
*SihanoUk Vannan Norodom. War and hope, the case for Cambodia.
1980.
*Richard de Mille, ed. Don Juan papers, further Castaneda controversies. 1980.
•Anders Rapp. Can desert encroachment be stopped. A study wit1' emphasis on Africa. 1976.
*Bryant J. Cratty. Adapted physical education for handicapped
children and youth. 1980.
~John R. Hanson. Trade in transition, exports from the third world,
1884-1900. 1980.
•Jorge Lozoya et al, eds. Financial issues of the new international
economic order. 1980.
*Fran Pepitone-Rockwell, ed. Dual-career couples. 1980.
*National conference on campus safety. Report. 1978.
• *William C. Bier, -ed. Privacy, a vanishing value. 1980.
*David S. Broder. Changing of the guard, power arid leadership in
· America. 1980.
*Thomas E. Pattes~m. Mass media election, How Americans choose
thier president. 1980.
*Kurt Waldheim. Challenge of peace. 1980.
*Millie C. Almy. Ways of studying children, an observation manual for
early childhood teachers. 1979.
*Sloan Commission on Government and Higher Education. Program
· for renewed partnership...1980.
"'Richard Strauss. AlSt> sprach Zarathustra, tondichtung, frei nach
. Friedrich Nietzsche, for full orchestra. Op. 30, c1931. (Orchestral
Score).
*Irving Lavin. Betnini and the unity of the visual arts. 1980. Two
volumes.
"'Edward Hopper. Edward Hopper, the art and the artist. 1980.
*Bradiey S. Greenberg. Life on television a content ~nalysis of U.S.
t.v. drama. 1980.
·
"'William G. Atwood. Lioness and the little one, the liaison of George
Sand and Frederic Chopin. 1980.
"'Michael Darlow. Terence Rattigan, the man and his work. 1979.
*Louis Auchincloss. House of the prophet. 1980. (A novel(
*Truman Capote. Music for c~a~~!_e~ons, new writing. 1980.

Help for aid applicants
Students having difficulty in completing financial aid applications are
encouraged to visit the Financial Aid Office, 209 Barge Hall. Counselors
are available to answer general questions students may have on financial
aid and will assist students in filling out the financial aid applications.

Interviews for NDSL students
If this is your last quarter at Central and you have recieved a National
Direct Student Loan, you must make an appointment for an exit interview. Call the Office of Student Accounts, 963-3546, or,go to the second
floor of Mitchell Hall.

Term paper workshop
Student-Conducted Workshop: "How To Research and Write a· Tenn
Paper" will be presented Thurs., Jan. 22, 3-5 p.m. in Rm. 105, SHSM.
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Theta and the history department.

Joh tests abolished
The Office of Personnel Management has abolished the written test requirements for clerical summer jobs. Job Announcement 414 provides
data on where, when and how to apply for the positions. You may get a
copy fo this announcement and the supplement at Career Planning &
Placement Center.

_Alpha Kappa Psi meetings
Don Smith, Deputy Director of the Small Business Administration,
spoke to the business fraternity Jan. 21. Alpha Kappa Psi has meetings on
the first and third Wednesday of every month in SUB 204 at 8 p.m. Anyone
interested in joining is welcome to come to.the meeting.

Blood pressure scree~ng
There will be Blood Pressure Screening Monday, Jan. 26, from 11-3
p.m. in the Student union Building sponsored by the American Heart
Association. Blood pressures will be taken and there will be a registered
nurse available to answer questions about results of the screening. The
public is encouraged to take advantage of this opportunity.

Credential files .
All 1980-1981 graduates should establish credential files as soon as
possible. The credential file contains personal, academic, and workrelated experience information about you, along with recommendations.
A copy of the credential file is required by school districts as part of the
application process. If you have not established your file, check with
Career Planning & Placement Cen~er, Barge 105. Office hours: 8-12 & 1-5.
Note: Spring Quarter grads, student teaching during Spring Quarter,
should set up credential file before leaving campus.

Classified Ads
Earn up to $1,000 or more for a few evening~
work. ·No selling. Just hang posters on your
campus advertising our half-price tours of
Europe. For details, write: TRAVEL STUDY
INTERNATIONAL, Suite 101, Salt Lake Cit)'.,
UT 84117.
Wanted: Women's basketball team.
City Women's league seeks one additional
team to form league. Here is your chance for
some serious basketball. Ellensburg Recreation Department, 962-9863 Ext. 241
Typewriter repair -- satisfaction
guaranteed, fast, references available 925-4721.
LOST
WOMAN'S BLUE NYLON WALLETREWARD, PHONE 963-3418 or 925-1686.
Oregon Caves Chateau will be interviewing
on your canpus Jan. 23, 1981 for summer
employment. Tour guides, gift shop clerks,
housekeepers, baby sitters, registration
clerks, nitewatchmen, kitchen helpers,
waitresses and waiters.
Send your sweetheart a message for Valentines Day through the Campus Crier. Orily $1
for ten words, five cents for each additional
word. Cash with copy.
FOR SALE
Canopy. Was used on short box Ford pickup.
Could be used on standard size pickup. A-1 condition, two interior lights, storage compartment, insulated. Was camper for small family.
Good as new. $4~. Phone: 962-9405.
Horse boarding, stalls, paddocks, posture, .
riding lessons, training, close to C.W.U.
Meadow View Stables. 925-3738.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year round
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields
~1200 monthly, expenses paid. Sightseeing.
Free information, write IJC Box 52-WA3, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call
William, evenings at 925-5937.
The Feminist Women's Health Center provides
abortions and free pregnancy screening. For
further information or appointment call
57s-6422.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Research
catalog-306 pages-10,278 descriptive listingsRush $1 (refundable) . Box 25097C; Los
Angelas, CA 90025. (213) 477-8226 .
ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent removal of unwanted hair. Private
and confidential. For more information call
Midge Standley. 925-4353.
LOST-Braided leather hatband at basketball
game Saturday night. Reward. 963-1491.
YOUR CHANCE TO HELP
Silver circle needs volunteers to teach Arts
or Crafts classes to senior citizens at com·
munity center. 1'h-2 hours per week. Call
925-1218.
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E.Z. Wolf byTed Richards

by GIUFFRE

DOES THIS ME.Jl.t-..1
ANi.>THER
LATE SUPPER ;>fl

ALEX IN WONDERLAND
UNCLE DA'VY, WE'RE HAVING

AN ARGUMENT! CAN YOU TELL
us AWHAT
MAK_e_s_A_P_E_R_s_o_Nt--.....J
.
SUPER
~ATRIOT?

?

SURE

by Bob Cordray

A SUPER PATRIOT IS A CITIZEN WHO CAN
WHISTLE "THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER" WHILE
AN l.R.5. AGENT 15 AUDITING Ml5 TAX RETURN !

;

-.....J...i....-...&..li..lllm.--.liiliiiii;;~-'=:;~-·2·/~

PISCES

_ Stereotyp~~
I'M OKAt-YOU

OKAY.?

by EDDY ELI"

DON'T GET TOO CLOSE TO DRE.T.

HE HAS THE MEl\5LE.~ !

Mi, P~L ! I HOPE. YOU'LL
.SOON BE OKR'I "'.

NOW. WH'I i5 EVE.RYOflfE
AVO\DlNG ME ?
0
0
0

~

/~QC:\_
~
•

~

:

•• c•

•

,::;i::..~ i N-\-o fu"1~

~~;V'~oc,~ o~'·
0

\ib'V

f,M8A/f~AJ5if{(T

_r..,e.. ,ve~I\ HtA/t o
of ~'4~/\ NE.VERTHE~SS
a
0

FRAt--J K LY SPEAK ING
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WE DELIVER

925-1111

925-2222

5:00 P.:M. - 2:00 A.M. DA.I L Y

HARDCORES!.
THIS SAT.

Kegs to Go
· HEIDELBERG ·
SCHLITZ & BULL

6-lOa.m. ·

Hardcore Happy Hour 36 · GALLONS TO GO
21 & over onlyColt 45 - 81.95 6- ac
.. LIMITED T-SHIRTS

TUESDAY
TOOFERS

. FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE

Slice of Pizza & Salad Bar
*1.95

2 for I schooners
every tuesday with a toofer

11 a.m. - 2 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
LUNCHEON SPECIAL

HAPPY HOUR
3-5 Mon.-Fri.
r=r=r=I

SUB GAMES ROOM
8:30

a.~.

to 10:00 p.m. M-F·

SUB FOOD SERVICES

GRILL SPECIALS SERVED ALL WEEK
BREAKFAST SPECIAL

I : 00 p.m. to 1.0: 00 p.m. Sat.-Sun.

billiards, ping pong, f~os hall,
, pinball, electronic games , t.v., food
and more.
£S%%iSSiS%%%S%%%%%\iS%%%%

. ,_ ~illiard Tournantent

7:30-10:30
~ggs Benedict $1 .50

LUNCH SPECIAL
114 lb.Cheeseburger
and Fries
$2.15
w I Canadian Bacon $ l.•65 ·
Hot Lunch Specials 10:30-1 :30
Mon. Jan. 26

BBQ Beef on a bun
Potato Salad
$2.00

Tues. Jan. 27

Hot .Turkey San.

- 8 ball

Singles,. January 27 & 29
E.: 1try fee, '2.00

Hot Vegetable
Wed. Jan. 28 ~

Prizes include trophies,
& I r azzini' s pizza

FOR INF .

~l\'IATION,

CALL 963-3315

Hamburger Stroganoff
over Rice Hot Vegetable

$2.00
Thur. Jan. 29

Club House San.
Macaroni Salad $2.25

Fri. Jan. 30 ·

Two 2oz. Fish portions,
Clam strips , Tater Tots,
Tossed Salad.
$2.25

··

Limited Registration

.$2~00

Homemade Clam .Chowder on: Friday
Fresh baked Cinnamon Rorls Daily
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11-------Creative Works-----+11
Poems, short stories and artwork by Cen'tral students

Polychrome ceramic sculpture byiErie Maakestad
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Fat Girl and the Stor1n
by Sharon Lucey
It .was a nice sunny day. The yellow, red a;id purple leaves were falling
down on the ground, landing softly on top pf the piles of cushiony leaf
beds. The sky was clear blue, and the windiblew slowly and softly. As I
walked toward a huge oak tree, I saw several kids in a circle, laughing
and pointing. Remembering my own happ~ childhood, I too had a smile
on my face. However, as I approached th~ oak tree my smile quickly
disappeared.
;
In the middle of this circle of children there was a little fat girl. She had
chocolate all over her light blue dress and her mouth. She was holding
I
very tightly onto a brown sack.
A little boy shouted, ''Hey, pig, maybe yo~ might come over and eat all
!
my spinach.''
Other kids said, "My green beans, no, my peas ... "
There was no reply.
;
"Let's see what she has in her sack," sortie kid .shouted.
\
Others replied, "Yeah, let's."
But as soon as the kids saw me they ran away, leaving the fat girl alone.

"But, mom ... " Sandy replied.
Mom's voice became very angry. "Now, go and wash yourself and
hurry before dad comes home!" San~y, tears in her eyes, walked
:
upstairs to wash.
Several days later, there was thunder; and lightening. Huge raindrops
came down from the dark sky. Rivers!were overflowing, and streams
grew to roaring torrents.
I
·
Sandy, as usual, sat in front of the living room window eating a basket
full of chocolate chip and sugar cookies, }iropping the crumbs all over her
dress and the carpet. As she looked outside, she heard tllunder and saw.
lightening crashing together, and then ¥W a red flame.
.
Sandy ran to her mom, who was baking more cookies, and said, "Mom!
Mom! I think there is a fire! "
'I
But her mom replied, "It's just lightening, don~t worry about it."
Sandy said once again, "But, mom .. .' 1
Before she could finish, her mom filled the basket with cookies and
said, "Why don't you draw a picture or color in your coloring book?" Sandy left the kitchen and went back to the living room window.
As Sandy got closer to the living room, she thought of the brown house.
She had often visited it to see little pupples, kittens and birds. She had
spent many enjoyable hours playing with them, sometimes helping the
lady feed the ·animals. She especially loyed to play with the little white
puppy with black spots she called Sam. :
1

Several days later, there\ was thunder and
lightening. Huge raindri,ps came down.
from the dark sky.
',
By no~ the small flame had gotten bigger. So she put on her rain coat
· and boots and ran out to see what was happening. As she ran toward the
flames, she saw it was the brown house that was on fire, and the flames
were getting bigger. She ran faster so thatishe could ~ee whether or not
the animals were all right.
As she came to the showcase, she saw dPgs barking and cats crying
while the flames were got bigger and hotter. Sandy was scared because
she knew those animals would die soon. Her:mind was filled with anxiety
and sadness. Her tears dropped to the grohnd, mixing with the rain.
She tried to open the door but it was locked,, and the cries of the animals
got louder and more desperate. She looked (or something big with which
she could preak the window. She found a large rock close by~ With all her
concentration she picked it up and threw it al the window. It made a hole
big enough for her to crawl through.
:
She ran toward the drawer where she knew there was a key, and began
,
opening the cages.
By now, however, smQke was filling thei room and Sandy began to
cough. She ran toward the cages and unldcked .them, so the animals
would be safe. She ran as fast as she could, coughing and stumbling,
blinded with smoke and dizziness. After wHat seemed a long time, she
opened the last cage and started to take a aage full of birds out of the
:
,
building.
As she was taking this last cage out of the smoke-filled room, ·she
became very weak and scared. Her legs wer~ dragging and she no lohger
could see where she was going. She blindly piished the last bird cage out
of the window. But she barely had enough energy to get out herself.

There were tears on her dirty face. The big teardrops fell down on her
light blue flowery dress. She didn't even bother ,to wipe her tears.
Instead she reached into her brown bag with het fat hands and got some
candies and ·cookies which she put into her mouth. As fast as she could,
she ate the entire contents of the sack and started to dig her large hands
into the pockets of her dress for more goodies. /Her teeth were colored
yellow, green and pink from the candies, and her ~ongue looked blue from
the lollipop.
,
· She got up from the wet grass, looking in either direction to make sure
no one was around, like a mouse with a slice of cheese scared to be caught
by a cat. . She walked.
As she was walked toward a large house she shouted, "Hey," in a loud
voice, "Sue, do you want to play?" Sue didn't reply, ignoring her.
Sue was a very pretty girl. She had long brown hair and wore a pink
lace dres8. People often glanced at her a second time to admire her.
A boy shouted, "Sue, come on, let's play."
Then a kid shouted, "Hey guys, look at her!" The kids started to laugh.
Another kid said, "Hey, have you seen the fat lady in the circus?" Someone shouted, "She looks just like her."
They started to laugh again. Sue submissively walked away with other
kids, looking back constantly.

Another -k id said , "Hey, have you seen
·the fat lady in the circus?" Someone
shouted, ."She looks just like her."
A lady came out of the huge house saying, "Sandy, look at your dress,
you are dirty again. What have you been doing?" The lady looked very
concerned. ·
Sandy looked up and said, "Hi, mom, do you have more cookies?"
The lady replied, "Yes, Sandy, but do clean up before you eat any more
cookies.'' Sandy nodded and went inside the house. The lady, shaking her
head, followed into the house . .
As soon as Sandy entered the house, she rushed toward the kitchen to
the huge cookie jar. She climbed onto a stepstool and reached for her
cookies. At the same time, Sandy's mom entered the kitchen and said, "I
thought I told you to wash yourself before eating those cookies."

At that instant she rem~mbered Sam. He ~as still in the room. Crawling across the floor to the room, with all her remaining strength she opened the door, nearly fainting. As she:screamed at the dog to go out, she
seemed· to hear voices far. bebind, but then she lapsed into unconsciousness.
After several days, she foun_d herself lying in an .unfamiliar place with
her mom beside her, crying. Sandy said, "Mom! Mom!:'

As she screamed.at the go ,dog to .go out,
she seemed to hear v6ices far behind, put
[then she lapsed ·into uncon,sciousness. ; ·
The woman looked up, "Oh Sandy! Oh, my darling!" With happy tears
dropping down on her cheeks, she gave Sandy a big hug.
As soon as Sandy was able to say something, she asked, "Sam! How is
Sam?"
Sandy's mom smiled and said, "He is fine, and so are all the other
animals." With that, Sandy fell back into a deep sleep, still exhausted.
When she regained consciousness, she was very anxious to see those
animals again. For several days she. had many visitors who brought
flowers and candies, but she didn't eat any of those goodies she once en~~

'

Several days later, as soon as she was feeling well enough, she walked
down to the brown house. The roof was burned and the building was black
as the inside of a chimney. She walked toward the building next door,
where the animals were now kept.
As soon as she saw Sam and all the dogs jumping and.wagging happily,
seeing all the animals she rescued safe again, her anxiety vanished.
Looking at the happy animals again, she herself found great happiness.
When the owner came, she offered Sandy a job feeding them. Sandy was
so overjoyed, she gave the owner a big hug.
Now Sandy no longer eats cookies or candies, and she looks as pretty as
Sue. With all the animals surrounding her and her face filled with
laughter and joy, she is a new person.
The sun shines on a clear blue sky, and birds sing in the trees and leaves
reflect yellow, red and purple. Sitting across from the huge oak tree seeing Sandy sitting on piles of leaves surrounded by animals laughing and
·
playing caused me to smile reflectively.
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i will live the idea
.that discussing is better than arguing
.talking
more desirable than yelling
all that i have
·forgiveness
i will share without restraint
·greater than revenge
i will not take you for granted ·
i will not treat your body as an object
or forget
of little worth
to tell you often
but instead
that i love you/
with gentle reverence
flowers will arrive at the door
will show my appreciation
or a thoughtful card by your pillow
for the temple
more frequently
than your birthday
that houses the mind and soul
of the one i love
and major holidays
i will .always tcy
because
to let respect and·understanding
i will remember
rule my desire
that marriage is not an end
· i will exercise control
to courtship .
· so that i may never suffer
but only a beginning
the shame
and by daily looking ,
for new ways to ·enhance and improve it of striking you
i will always be prepared
i will recognize the fact ;
· to touch you with the lightness
that marriage is not
of a rabbit's eyelash
a static institution
or hold you with the strength
i will not treat you
that consumes fear
as if i own you
i will not ask you
any more than i would act
as if
:
or myself ·
to be blind to the attractiveness
the wind or moon
of others
were my private possessions
but in doing so
instead
will always act with respect
i will accept you

.;;;~<il·
. ,,
t,,,,J1~.:; f ,

as an intelligent
uniquely individual
human being
that i am priveleged to spend my life with
i will share with you
my happiness
my dreams
my problems
and my soorow
but i will not use you '
as a dumping ground
for frustrated anger
or soap opera whinings ·
· i will be strong
and curb my own desires
when i sense a greater need
in you
i will always find the time
to really listen
i will give you the security
of my complete trust
and through my actions
will make my own trustworthiness
.unquestionable
truth
will flow without resentment
from my lips
i will try to be free
of mental blocks
and will dilligently seek
the productivity and joy
of successful communication
i will be slow to anger
quick
in attempting to be patient
and understanding

Pen and ink by Karla Firehammer

for your feelings .
and will never fprget
the sacredness of my vows
i will teach myself
to put petty jealousy aside
and will learn iilstead
·
to be proud
.
that the beauty of your being
that so attracted me
is also obvious to others
i will always
show respect and love for you
in front of others
and will not use you
at the expense
of my own insecurity
i will not expect perfection in you
but will open my eyes
to your faults
and attempt to understand them
i will accept you as you are .
but will always be there
to lend you strength and guidance
in your struggle
to be a better individual
i will not become obsessed
with appearances
but will always attempt
to be clean
and neat
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and attractive for you
inside and out
i will pray with ·you
and on my own
for the blessing .
of divine guidance
i will recognize
that change is inevitable
in people
and in situations
. so i will seek the freedom
· of flexibility
guided by wisdom
i will not keep you in bondage
to serve as fuel
for the flame of my ambition
instead
i will support and appreciate your need
to pursue your own career
. and interests
i will at least ·offer
to share all responsibilities
with you
and will show my willingness
to step beyond
, the confinement of traditional roles
i accept your need
to be alone at times
or by yourself
with friends
i will show sincere respect
for your relatives
recognizing
the mark of their influence
on your life
aware
of the peace that can come
from their acceptance
sickness and aging
· will not diminish my love
for you
i will still accept you
when you rise in the morning
bedraggled
and heavy-lidded
like a bear disturbed in hibernation
i will search for beauty
in every part of your life
and will remember
to show my appreciation
i will ·accept the inevitability
of your death
and if i am the one that is left
i will try not·to sJiame
your departure from my life
with worthless complaints
or weeks of angry tears
but instead
will offer praise and thanks
to the Creator
for allowing my life to be touched
by the wa;mth of your presence
for allowing me
more than once
to wake in your embrace
. to laugh and cry with you
to open my feelings to you
to share my dreams
with you
to offer my love
and find acceptance
i will try to release your life
with the same unrestrained
joy
with which i accepted it
i will not be intimidated
by discouraging statistics
but will be an active believer
in the success of marriage
i sincerely accept
" ... till death do us part."
and welcome this covenant
not as dragging chains of burden
but as wings
whose flight path of responsibilities
will set me free
companion to be
· i am only human
but i will try to bring
new meaning
to the words
. i love you...
by jeff osbom '80

L-~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
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human recipe
one cup ofair
two yards of the finest
wind
measure in
a degree of warmth
test ,or size and speed
smaller and swifter
than water
mist .
or smoke
so the recipe goes
bake for a lifetime
in the oven of the breast ·
let the essence
the flavor
the smell
penetrate
an empty lodge
of skin and bones
inject
the five sense
so aware
yet
dip
so delicately
the woven skein of spinning atoms ·
unaware
into a cauldron
of the whispering
of colored emotion
touch of cobwebs
boiling
the timid rhythm
fire-spitting
of a gnat's
crinison
footfall
crashing..•howling ... bellowing
. anger

tom

. from a lion's throat
. frozen
ice-bound
blue
shuddering...shivering...stone-hearted
fear
.
carved
from chilled eyes of deer
mellow
fiower4roppin
yellow ·
tranquil... smiling... laughing
·
stillness
poured
from the breath ·
. of a dreaming cow
. lightly
dust the entire mixture
with reality
drop
. onto a cookie sheet
·of earth-bound existence
expose
sensitize
unfold ·
under star-flung
radiation
and obsefv'e...
by jeff osbo~ '80

Serigraph print by R. Westman

thoughts concerning pre~burial blues
so relax
and let matter be matter
kiss your wife
and recognize
man
. that when you're gone
your sorrow reeks
you're gone
of sterile vanity
your
elements
rising
inunortality belongs
· like disj9inted puzzle parts
.to atoms of matter
waiting to be
empty space
· reborn
and the universe
reawakened
trapped
reassembled
in the teeth of its own confines
again into life.
dreaming
of escape
by jeff osbom'80
what hideous mask
have you wrapped around the ·face
of Death?
what hunger in your quivering mind
.has driven you
to 't he edge of this pine-boned . ·
iron-laced
box
in search of the nameless
'.
terrors and delights
of Heaven and Hell?

whimpering
tear-streaked
wriiikle-rimmed

it's all an illusion
your dream
of arriving
brown-bagged
with stamps on your back
in the mailbox labeled-

CREATOR

or your fear
of quick disposal
into black and blind sewers
lit
with red eyes
and pit~h.forks
.we've had Heaven and Hell
on Earth
clear as neon
or were you misled
by angel's wings
tucked under t-shirts
and devil's horns
nesting
under high fashion hats?
scattered and dissolved
will describe your end
not harps and fire
still afraid?
perhaps you've read too many books
the marble slab
the maggot's probing
the vulture's beak
- are not so cruel
as .to disturb your eternal sleep
Pen and ~ by Mark Ntsco
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Khomein. EEEE
In Terroran did Khomeini
A stately hostage dome decree:
Where nuts, with guns and slogans, ran
through towns and cities of Iran
Down to an oil slick sea.
.So half a football of ground
with walls and towers girdled round:
and there were hostages against their wills,
· While blossomed a whole incensed home country;
and there were stunned and angry yells
whenever media spots the scenery.
But oh! that creep whose antic caused this slanted
Blackmail in self-righteous religious cover!
A savage place! As holy and enchanted
As e're beneath the burning dun was flogged
A woman unbetrothed to her lover!
And while this pretense to virtue, turmoil seething,
The nuclear age in fast thick pants was breathing,
A mighty sweep of Russian armor forced
Afganistan to take the worst.
Huge crowds~ had chanted long to no avail.
We watChed while they stripped themselves· to flail. "And inid this dancing, shouting hatred-fever,
they flung out momently a hostage offer.
Five days meandering with mazy motion
The Revolutionary Council ran,
·
Then reached solutions measureless to man,
And sank in tumult to an indecision.
And mid this tumult Ruhallah heard from far
Ancestral voices prophesying war.
The shadow of the captured hostage:
Carrier Midway on the waves;
Where was heard the mingled -usage
Of nuclear war and lightening raids.
Ah, for a miracle of sanity
Behind _the beard and brow and glaring eye.

Nightti1ne Wings
Wading through the thick butter and
growing cold only soon
to gell in sticky firmness the waxy yellow floor
is cold and sneezes in pole air
.forming
a ''Let There Be Light'' and the sun
is chilled.
Knowledge seeps... to be
firmer, firmer land... while
an ice crystal grows and
Westward, mountains can be seen, ranged
jigsaw peaks, stark in frozen hues
. and snowbound roads lead there, I'm sure
for
movement comes
rolling in a black car, a little while-the limosine
stops. (road blocks) And they say the mountains have
fallen and I wonder why.
(Which seems weird) for how the sky "<larkly came and
through the trees
·
the moon's on fire.
I'm here on a sllIIlmit where the
grey ash,.glides down with blackness falling-am I too late?
or is the buttered popcorn drugged with sleep? .
Or am I just waiting for the third
feature to end and do I exit in any of the three? (and rounda-bout,round-a-bout ways)
The seat is crushing and I
choke down the gravity like greasy eggs
while the voice in my ear cries
RE-ENTRY, RE-ENTRY" .....
screaming the ground, I run the haze
and hot winds blast one around.
Too late to die
I only ,change
and
m
-e
·l

t.

Barcley Owens

Violins to violence:
Not the vision once we saw.
·These raving pietistic crudes,
·Blood-thirsty simple-minded prudes . .
Iran after the Shah,
Is this what had to be?
We hope for not too long,
This idiocy of backward history
That with slogans loud and long
They could build that land on air.
That sun-scorched land! Those wells of oil!
And all we heard should see them there,
And all should cry, Beware! Beware!
His flashing eyes, his floating hair!
Weave a blockade round him thrice,
· And close your eyes with holy dread,
For he on much hashish hath fed,
And rolled a nasty pair o' dice.

'

t '

Eddy Taylor Coleslaw

do you?

Pead drawing by Mary Ellen
Lanclson

do you think that i love you?
no sense
no sight
no touch
no light
no hope of hope
no right, near here
do you think i love anything?

!I·'
I

I

do you think that i love ·you?
the filthy squalor
of the city
streets
the wretched human waste
and vile, ~ollow bodies,
·and children dead in bed·
do yeu think i love anything?

I

do you think that i love you?

I

I

when no man loves
and no man cares
and no living thing

Pelleil draWIDI by Tom Kenetsld

really lives.
and all my' life i'm
all alone
do you think i love anything?

'I
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The Goldometer
by Tom Slattery
Fletcher was the kind of guy you could tolerate for perhaps a day, certainly not much more. You really didn't want to be Fletcher's friend, and
Fletcher really didn't want any friends. He wanted status and he wanted
power. And he wanted to be the center of attention. But he wasn't born
, into status and power, nor did he inherit the brains, guts and cool tO put
himself in any position of privilege. This frustrated him, and left him
with only focusing attention on himself for satisfaction and success in life.
This craving made him something of a burden to be around for any
length of time.
But Fletcher had somehow acquired a Fisher 441 metal detector. And
so we had to have Fletcher along. Ever since the price·of gold had shot up
above six-hundred dollars an ounce we had been scheming to get from
Berkeley to the old California Mother Lode country with a metal detector.
We were on the verge of renting one when Fletcher showed up.
Bev and Eero and I take turns as desk clerks in a dilapidated turn-ofthe-century red brick hotel ·known as the Berkeley Inn. Bev's a small
woman, a sometime poet in her mid-twenties. She didn't like Fletcher
(rom the first when he checked in on her shift. Eero is a ·large guy, like
Fletcher, who studies psychology when he's not remodeling old houses. It
was Eero who discovered that Fletcher had a metal detector. Fletcher
came in one day after being gone from the hotel for a week. He is a
mysterious man, with no known legitimate source of income. Some say
Fletcher deals in pot adjacent People's Park. Others say he's really a
narc. At any rate, he pays his rent, and he's not the worst of tenants in the
creaking, cavernous old Berkeley Inn.
One day Fletcher came in wearing a ripped plaid jacket. A gust of wind
caught his loose blond hair as he came through the arch-shaped doors. He
carried a gym bag with a dish-shaped plastic disk sticking out of it. Eero,
behind the desk at the time, looked up and stroked his red beard. "Say,
that wouldn't be part of a metal detector, would it?" he asked. Fletcher
jerked his head over to the desk suspiciously, but quickly changed his attitude.
Calmly he replied, "Yup. It's more than just a part of one, though,
pardner. It's the whole thing. All I has to do is put it back together. But it
works.'' He flashed a grimace of a grin.

Eero <Jidn't bother .asking.him how he got.hold of it. It worked, and
that's all we needed to know. But we suspected it came to him as part of a
People's Park dope deal, or a shady exchange on Telegraph Avenue, or
something like that.
.
Bev, Eero and I quickly got together an impromptu meeting around the
Berkeley Inn desk, a dingy oak glassed-in structure illuminated by an
out-of-place fluorescent lamp. ·
·
Bev brushed her straight brown hair back. ''I say he's going to be a pro-:
blem," she said. "Let's just rent a metal detector."
·
Eero leaned his large frame back in the creaking ancient oak swivel
chair. "Nab, we can put up with him for a day," he said.
I'm a
man, easily intimidated by large, unpredictable people,
and I didn't like the idea of dragging Fletcher along just for his metal
detector. But I tended to agree with Eero, "Yeh, we can put up with him
for a day." I slid off the oak desk oii which I had been sitting, and Eero
summoned Fletcher .with the hotel switchboard.
Fletcher came down carpeted wooden stairs from his room, two at a
time, like a stampeding elephant. "Whatcha want, desky?"
"My name is Eero." Eero didn't like to be called desky. "How would
you like to go to Calaveras County and look for gold with us?" Eero
pointed to me. "He's been studying 'geology and history. He knows some
good places to look. But we need your metal detector."
"Wooeeee," shouted Fletcher. And he did a kind of circular war dance
in the lobby, gesturing to people standing around the elevator. "Gold,
gold, gold. ·Bright and yellow, hard and cold." He stopped abruptly, rubbed his blue jeans with his large palms, shook back the blond hair over his
eyes, and looked at us. "Yeh, pardners, I'm all for it. Let's go!"
"How about tomorrow morning, then?" And it was agreed. "None of us
have to work," Bev said. And we all got together our gear and turned in
early that night.
In spite of our preparatiQns and enthusiasm we got a late start in the
morning. Bev and I insisted on having breakfast before we left, and so it ·
was around nine-thirty or ten before we got going.
"You know what today is?" I asked, not waiting for an answer: "It's the ·
one-hundred thirty-second anniversary of Marshall's gold discovery at ·

small
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Sutter's Mill-January 24th."
"Let's hope we have the same luck," Eero said, as he climbed in behind
the wheel.
Eero turned on the ignition and hit the starter, but his white 1964
Plymouth threatened to stay put. Eero cursed it and threatened to have it
towed to the junkyard. The starter motor ground around a few more
times and the engine finally kicked over·. Then we were on our way to the
mysterious Mother Lode country of yore. Bev and Eero were in the front
seat. Fletcher and I were in the back, along with a pile of extra clothing
for winter exigencies, and the metal detector.
Eero worked the car over to Interstate 580, which goes through Livermore. We planned to get off at Manteca and take 120 east to the old gold
, ru8h to~ of Sonora, and then head north on 49, named, of course. after

(..
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words RANCHO LAS POSITAS burned into it. It jolted my memory. I
knew where we were.
"Hold up, everyone," I shouted. "I think I have some bad news." The
others turned around and stared at me. I pointed to the sign. "Do you
know what Rancho Las Positas was? Or is?'' They looked bewildered at
the sign. "It was Johll Livermore's Mexican Land Grant ranch. He got
, the land grant in the 1830s. He was an English sailor who jumped ship,
settled down here with a Mexican wife, Josefa Higuera, and built himself
a new wood frame house in 1849. That house was still partly standing until
around 1876." I was still hoping maybe we had come across a movie set,
but I really knew better. So did the others.
Bev shivered. Eero's mouth dropped open, stunned. Fletcher just gazed at each of us. -one by one.

Just about then a fog ban"/i appeared across the ,.oad,
seeming to stretch off in the direction of the Liv,ermore Lab.

•

Eero finally asked the inevitable question. "Could we have somehow
the gold rush forty-Diners. The going was good on 580. It was a slightly
overcast day, and traffic was thin.
:. slipped back in µme?"
"I kl)ew something like this would happen," Bev said. "Things were
"Livermore is an old city," I said. "It's on W.A. Taylor's 1851 map."
"It's also where the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory is," Eero said,
: just going along too well.''
keeping his eyes on the road up ahead. "I'm sure you know about the
Fletcher paraded himself over to the plank, .knocked on it with his
· knuckles, and looked -at us out of the corner of his eye. "If we got
nuclear weapons research that goes on behind the barbed wire fences. I
; somehow thrown back in time, whereabouts do you think we are just
hear they have three-hundred pounds of plutonium stored in one
building."
,.
· now?"
"California's funny. They take gold out and bring plutonium in," FletI scratched my head, looked around, and pondered the question for a
: moment. "They put a railroad through the Livermore Valley in about
cher clapped his hands_together. "And what does it all come to in the
· 1866, and I don't see anything like a railroad. On the other hand, they used
end?"
- Just about then a fog bank appeare_d across the road, seeming to stretch
Spanish-style adobe for building up to the gold rush. Those clapboard
buildings down the road have tp be 1849 or later, and they look fairly
off in the direction of the Livermore Lab.
"Something new to me," Eero said, "a fog bank coming out of
new." By then people in the settlement had spotted us and were standing
nowhere." As he was saying this a large black bird, apparently frightenin front of the buildings.
ed of something, flapped airborn from the edge of the fog bank and flew
"I hope they're friendly," Bev said.
straight over the car.· It prompted Bev's sense of poetry.
"We'll jlJ$t have to deal with it as best we can," Eero said. And he
She said with a tone of humor: "Tell me what thy lordly name is on the
started ambling nonchalantly toward the settlement we assumed tO be
Night's Plutonium shore. Quoth the Raven, ''Livermore.' "
early Livermore. And we followe4.
Fletcher, apparently not acquainted with poetry of Poe, started to say, ·
A large brown-haired bearded man in blue denim overalls and a bright
"What's that supposed to mean?" But he didn't get it all out. The aged
red shirt strode up to meet us. "Howdy strangers!" He took off his straw
Plymouth went into the fog bank, and then the fog began to glow with a
hat and put it back on again.
blue luminescence. The car s~ shimmying, and then it seemed to
"Hello," said Eero. "Is this Livermore?"
"Yup." The big man looked us all over carefully. ''We're glad to hear
run out of road.
you speak English." He smiled for the first time. "Mind you, we had our
"What the hell, it's an earthquake!" Eero shouted. He fought to control
the car, but it ended up in a small gully, resting slightly on its right side. · apprehensions because you dress a little strange. But we've had a lot of
Bev's sweater was slightly torn, and she had·banged her head on the
strange people coming through here in the last year."
daShboard.. We· we~e alfshaken, but otherwise unharmed. We crawled
''My name is Eero.'' Eero extended his hand and then introduced the
out the .left side. door, since the right was wedge<I into the ground.
rest of us .
. Two more slight earthquakes followed. We climbed up out of the gully
"1.achariah," the big man said. He took off his straw hat and·shook
and looked around. The fog ~ had lifted as quickly and mysteriously ·
hands with each of us. "That's my place over there. It has a little general
as it had. appeared. 'But ·Interstate 580 was nowhere to be seen. Nor
store in it." He pointed to the nearest of the town buildings. On the board
anything else·that .nlight appear civilized. There were only small trees
walk in front a Mexican woman and a teenage boy stood watcl)ing us.

"Well," Eero said finally, "I really don't want to say it, but I _think
someth!ng just plai~. weird has ·happened.
plain weird!'~

Just

· and dry grass. And a sense df strangeness.
"What happened to the road?" Bev asked.
"That's a darn good question," Fletcher said.
The only trace of a road was a pair of parallel ruts, apparently wheel
tracks, that headed off towards a gap in the distant hills. There was a
long, long silence. We were all trying to grasp some understanding of
what had just happened, and we were dreadfully aware that it was vastly
- different from the natural flux of events. .
"Well," Eero said finally, "I really don't want to say it, but I think
something just plain weird has happened. Just plain weird!" He paused.
"Anyway, we can't just stand around here in the lniddle of nowhere all
day. So let's take everything valuable out of the car and follow this trail."
He frowned and hunched his shoulders.
We agreed. Fletcher got his plaid jacket and his metal detector out of
the back seat.
fie was glum and plainly shocked. Bev got her
backpack, in which there were some books, including the collected pooms
of Shakespeare. It also contained a trowel and other hand digging tools,
and a tightly wrapped sleeping bag. I got my raincoat, into the pockets of
which I had stuffed gloves, a pen·knife, two large plastic garbage bags,
and a couple sandwiches. Eero got his coat and a folding surplus trenching tool, rolled up all the windows and locked up the car.
We started down the rutty wheel track path, two of us in each track,
Eereo and· Fletcher in front, Bev and I behind. I looked at my digital
watch. It said ll:48 and then January 24, Thursday.
The scenery was typical northern California, but without fences, more
like one of the state parks. Birds flitted from tree to tree. The grass was
mid-winter green. But there were no eucalyptus trees to be seen. A
rather bizarre idea of what had happened was forming in my mind, but I
.didn't have enough evidence or courage to say anything that would further alarm my companions in the already alarming situation.
After we had walked about a mile and a half, a small clapboard settlement came into view. There were whoops and expressions of joy from all
of us.
Just before we reached the small settlement, the wheel tracks branched o{f to the left, making another trail. On each side of the new trail was a
pile of rocks, and a rough hewn plank stretched across them had the

~ ·

·:.· ·

· "Where you folks coming from?"
,
Bev started to say Berkeley, but I broke in. Berkeley didn't"exist in the
1850s, and we didn't want to confuse or worry .zachariah. ''Well, this trip
kind of originated in San Jose." I knew from old maps that the road we
were on came up froni Pueblo San J~ through Mission San Jose. But I
. cohld say it with a straight face, because my California days really
. started in San Jose.
·
"That figures," 1.achariah said, "since_you're coining up the road from
San Jose . .You folks goin' to see the elephant?"
"What elephants?" Fletcher blurted out.
"It's just a term to ask if you're going to the gold fields-gold rush talk,"
I explained to Fletcher in a cautioning tone of voice.
Eero asked Zachariah, "Can you put us up for the night, somehow?"
' 1.achariah stroked his beard. "Well, for a small consideration I can.
Say two dollars per person." Even at gold-rush inflated prices, Zachariah
was plainly scalping. Fletcher was reaching for his wallet. I stopped
him.
"That's no good here," I said.
"We'll take all kinds of money or gold dust at fair exchange,"
Zachariah said.
_
I reached into my pocket and produced a Kennedy half-dollar. "All we ,
have are things like this," I said. Zachariah took the coin, looked at it
closely, read it, turned it over.
: "Who's that guy?" he said. He was looking at the minted image of Ken. nedy. "What's 1967 supposed to mean? Half-dollar, huh! Why, this here
· coin isn't even silver."
· "A sort of play money," I said uneasily. Zachariah looked amused.
· "Zachariah, I'll show you the game if you have some walnuts and a
· table," Fletcher ventured. He pulled out a Rooselvelt dime, circa 1973,
and flipped it in the air.
"Well, I just do happen to have some waliluts down at the store,"
Zachariah offered.- And with that we all went down to the store. In a few
minutes Fletcher had split open some walnuts and removed the
nutmeats, and Zachariah had cleared off a wooden table.
Fletcher ran a smooth shell game, winning enough from Zachariah and
Con«Bued on page 32
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class reunion
rows of card tables
colored napkins
punch with ice
in Dixie cups
chocolate cake
on paper plates
and you
andme
on folding chairs
staring...
it's been ten years
you know

automatic joke book
our Charlie Chaplin
plays with his food
plays with his napkin
a jack-o-lantern grin
wired to his face
-as he gropes for humor
in the grease.
on his plate
his life support system
still powered by laughter

tonight
·the circus came to town
we're all the audience
we're all the clowns

stereotype channels
captured a few
but now
my searching eyes
swallow
the rest of you

of course
a Halston dress
on you know·who
her polished teeth
strung out
like Christmas lights
we saw the Porsche
parked outside
a drink in hand
she roams the room
with lion's eyes
ten years of making love
to lawyers
diamonds
cars
and money
increased the hunger
still lookin nice
you frozen bunny
there's the Harvard best
foaming rabid theories
at the mouth
his paper cup ragged
from nervous chewing
computer programmed
.. culturally refined ·
sucessful glutton
of a factual feast
Harl Krishna
of a Wall Street religion ·
dance on the tables
you stuffy old pigeon
across the room
the silent one
who smelled
of hay
and grease
and dung
a wife

two kids

four dogs
eight cats
·a flooded crop
a twisted back
a story told
by leather hands
folded gently
in a cracked gnarled heap
a leather face
that quietly speaks
of sun
and wind
and rain
as he fills his cup
look at the flex
of .our wonder jock
USC t-Shirt
two sizes too small
Adidas shoes
three pairs of socks
a flick of the wrist
his napkin goes sailing ·
tw points in the trash
he smiles ...
although screamLqg crowds
are absent here
and adds to his waist
with another cold beer

the four-point brain
wbo consumed
in the library
is farming wheat
instead of money

Pen and IDk by Karla l'lrebammer

that fantastic cheerleader
with the incredible legs
wasn't put on the shelf
by a millionaire
she's vacuuming rooms
and dusting chairs
that average kid
with c+ grades
has a Lincoln Continental
and smiles
when he's paid
our letterman hero
lives
in a sandwhich apartment
in West Seattle
stacks crates
on the waterfront
with a Phys. Ed.,degree
· the kid that did artwork
smoked pot after school
has an executive pin-stripe
black shoes
and short hair
and you...
down there
.
at the -end of the table
whose fingers and kisses
burned me
in jealous delight
at dances
and parties
where stereo speakers blasted
in full volume screams
i love you
i love you
i still feel the pain
you·don't remember
at least you'll pretend
it all was a game
i haven't finished _playing
rows of ·card tables
colored napkins
punch with ice
in Dixie cups
chocolate cake
on paper plates
and you
and me
on folding chairs
staring...
it's been ten years
you know

here, alone of you
here, alone. of you
alone, of my own undoing
in this my world
this world in which
you do not exist
you in the world in which
i do not exist.
iamaman
myself yet to prove
blue jeans
languidly lounging along
lonely,
longing to lie lazily in love
alone with you.
growing older
every day
growing mellow
in every way
growing dependence
is here to stay
growing older every day.
brisk cold mornings
and clear colder nights
cloudy days and
rain, oh rain.
slain in rain
with rain's insane stain
chained to me.
"tolstoy to tinkerbelle"
the echo and the swell
cloudy as they, am i ·
"they don't know whe:re... "
"and my friend neither do i"
blue jeans... and you in the world in which
i.do not exist.

tonight
the c·rcus came to town
we're all U1e audience
we're all the clowns

II
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your warm w~rmth warms
wonderfully ; ine
willingness, want wishes, worth
tiny triplets tripping the tripper
tormented~ tickles the tiny tickler
teased, turns to tease the teaser.
us in love, love in us.
Vic·Stibolt

by jeff osbom

..
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By Fred Dessay
Burdened with books and papers, I turned the.key and opened the door
to my cottage. It's at the edge of Ellensburg. One side faces a pasture and
the other side faces the end of the street. A lone streetlight alway$ illwninates the door at night, a convenience when trying to find the lock. I
...._...__ _ _ _ was exhauSted and upset. Four decades of life had slipped by me, some of
f
it interesting, some of it exotic, but most of it dull, meaningless and grubby. Now I had created myself a situation which maximized the
uninteresting most of my life. I had become a graduate student, and I was
now doing the dull, grubby, and meaningless task of compiling a
bibliography solely for its value in passing a course. Would this lead to
anything useful or anything with a clue to the meaning of life? Probably
,not. Probably it was a wa8te of time.

N~ht

e'7en for me to ponder the question.
.
I ran: it over in my mind quickly. The decision would be binding. I was
called upon to be the Supreme Court of the Planet Earth. What does one
say to one· in need? What did we owe these beings from some unknown
place in the great randomness of nature and the universe, whatever the - - - - - - .
intelligence might be?
Finally I assented to their request. They could take some of the metal
they so desperately needed.
But I made some stipulations: they could only take what they needed;
they could take no amount greater tban thatwhich would leave the planet
with less than it needed for the normal progress of its own intelligent
. civilization - - even beyond human beings to what ever might follow the

Fright and JfOrning Melanchf ly.

Might I be better off wasting my time in my own. way? I could have
been puttering around looking for nuggetts near Blewitt with my metal
detector. Instead it sat in a corner near my bed, a hanger for a seldom us-·
ed necktie.
It was late. I let myself in, shut the door, turned on the electric blanket,
and took a shower. The towel was damp. The room was musty and cold. .!
crawled llllder the electric bhpiket, thankful for its warmth, and quickly
fell asleep.
Whatever dreams I managed to dream I do not know. Sleep halted
abruptly in the dark and still of the night. I woke up with the feeling that
· something was going through the integers and fragments of my memory,
carefully, looking for something. Something was picking my brain. · I touched the light button on my digital watch. It was one thirty-eight.
"What are you looking for?" I whispered out loud. I really didn't expect
and answer, but the experience was too alien to do anything but treat as a
normal phenomenon. I had to have .some perspective with which to deal
with it. This was on the periphery of sanity. What can an aware adult do,
alone in the depth of the night, when something is going . through his
memories, piece by piece, except ask what it is doing? Even trus·took a
grain of courage. The darkness and quiet were oppressive, and I was try. ing not to panic.
I got an answer! But the answer had no voice. It came into my mind
with a series of images, impressions, and words-as-if-in-translation - ·
translated not so much from a different language as for my own exclusively word-structured mind.to tl1lderstanci. _
The being going through my mind wa~ associated with some spacecraft
hovering out beyond our moon. Only quick, fleeting vague images and
fragmentary word.S ran through my mind to tell me this. More specific
werP •images of some mechanical or electric~! - - though I got the impres-

How could I be ·a represent;Jtive of all the
There wasn't time to ·a sk them all.
people on this p'lanet? It didn't matter.
sion that it was technologically well beyond these primitive concepts - breakdown or failure. The spacecraft was in trouble.
The being and its companion crew members had been looking for a particular kind ofastero.i d on which a certain kind of metal could be reliably
found. This kind of asteroid had a nam_e, but in the being's despefation or
haste it had apparently overlooked the fact thatrhad no parallel word or
concept in my pritnitive earthbound understanding of things. The word
came through as garbled gibberish- - something like: "We were looking
for a xpflzdgerrtxhs - type asteroid." At that point the being noted that
they hadn't found one and the situation was becoming desperate.
They urgently needed this metal. I thought of my metal detector. How
foolish. I don't know anything about metals. The being was little surprises
at this, but continued to pick my mind. It apparently needed to know
something it thought I knew. A map image eentered on' the Hanford
· Atomic Energy Reservation, just a spec away when viewed from beyond
the Moon, flashed through my consciousness. I let it know that I didn't
know anything about that either.
It didn't matter. They had discovered a vein of mineral c9ntaining the
needed metal. Might it have been that my mind had unconsciously
registered some connection with a smattering of gC9logy when I was out
hunting gold with my metal detector? No answer. The being kept picking
my mind.
I volunteered that I was student, and that I taught a _smattering of
English. to undergraduates for a less-than-minimal survival income. I
didn't know anything about their metal or their problem. My fear was
.giving way to faint irritation. How long was the mind-picking going to go
on? The picking stopped, but the being was still there. I glanced about the

a

What can an aware adult do,. alone in
the depth of the night, when something
is going through .his ·memories ..... ?

•

dark room. The streetlight broke up into beady fragments of light in
moisture condensed on the inside of the windowpane. Outside it was cold.
There seemed to be a rapid information transmission and processing - _ somewhat analogous to a computer and computer-printout information
going much faster than mind or perception functions. I caught the image
of my statements being compared to ·the information extracted from my
mind.
The rapid processing ended. The attitude of the being that had been
searching my mind then seemed to change. It spoke to me in the same im...._ _ _ _ _11!'1" age and word mixture it had used before, but now it spoke as one who
m_u st ask permission. It was a matter of form or law with them. .
_
.
It spoke as a representative of its crew. It requested perm1ssion of me, as a representative of tlie people of this planet, to extract
some of the ore.
How could I be a representative of all the people on this plane!? It didn't
_ _ _ _ _ _m_a_t_te_r_._Th_ei; wasn't time to ask them at all. There wasn't much tinie
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human·race; they could leave no traces of the extraction that might lea<f
to a premature discovery and alter the natural course of civilization on
this planet.
.
,
·
There was a pause. More of.the rapid transmission and proeessing took
place. It abruptly -ended, Uke the readout from a computer ends abruptly.
There was another pause. Th~ being was grateful, and it and·its companion crew members accepted ·my conditions.
I felt a kindly smile. But surely, I thought, beings so alien as these·do
not have human smiles. It must be a sympathetic analogy in my own
mind.
My answer had implied a kind of deep, though primitive, ethical
understanding they had not ·eX}>ected. The being now regarded me as a
_primitive equal.
Images and questions came into my mind. The main image was a landing craft being dropped into the adjace_n t pasture. The main question,
' simultaneously with it~ was: would I like to go with them?
Go with them! I didn't know what they were. I didn't know where they
· came from. I didn't know where they were going, or whether I would ever
. get back.
The being asked whether it mattered. I said it mattered to me.
It was dark and cold, and I was afraid. I told the being I was afraid. I
started to add that I would have a difficult time explaining my absence if
I did come back to Earth. But the being w~s acutely interested in my fear.
It wanted to know how people on this small planet felt towards beings
.
from out in space. -My mind was being picked again.
Fragments of memories struck my consciousness as the being went
. through them. Iffiage~ of science fiction magazines I had read as a kid
I caught ~ glimpse of Buck 'R ogers and
went by.
· Captain Video. Images of the whole range of science fiction movies I had
· seen went by: The Thing; Alien; Saturn Five; Hangar Eighteen. Other
images: When Wo!lds Collide; The Day the Earth Stood Still; 2001. More .
continued on next a e
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images: Star Wars; Close Encounters. The being searched these quickly
·
and thoroughly.
More rapid information transmission and processing went on. It stopped. The being wanted to know if I wanted to know anything about them. I
said I would like to know what they look like. There WftS another pause.
Then the doorway between the bedroom and the hall began to glow. It
materialized into a shape. The impression was that it was a holographic
image, but not an image in real space, rather an image in my mind.
Neither the being nor even its image were really there. But I could see
something standing in the doorway.
It was a little shorter than my own five foot ten inches. It had a huge
head on what seemed to be an emaciated body. But as soon as I conceived
the thought of an emaciated body images came to mind 0£ much more ·
powerful and efficient cells. Added to this was much more powerful and
efficient nerve cells and brain cells with enormous memory capacities. I
noted this added to the apparently already squared vo~ume of its brain.
The efficient muscles were more than enough to hOld the huge head
firmly to its small body. The being wore a plastic-like fabric of grey. white. It seemed like a uniform. It had large yellowish eyes, no eyebrows,
and no hair. Its ears were large, but not large on the oversized head.

It stood there in the doorway, looking at me. I thought it was slightly ugly, but just as fast! thought it probably viewed me a~ just as handsome as
the average gorilla ..
It made one more beckon for me to join it and its crew, and then it
vanished.
'
I became aware that I was both sweating and shivering under the
blanket, like an attack of malaria. But it quickly went away. I tried to
stay awake to ponder the fantastic event, but I must µave been exhausted .
by both it and the previous day's bibliography research. I fell quickly .
back into a deep sleep.
~
In the morning I, had great regrets. The day was bdght. People were up ·
and around. The world seemed comfortable and secure, if mudane and
dull.
What might I have seen out there? What new worlds? What new intelligent beings? What fantastic ideas arid art and :music had I missed
knowing? What might I have discovered about the reasons for my own existence?
The charice was gone. Out in the pa~ture cows grazed and birds flitted
across the grass.
I sipped my coffee, apd the cows munched grass. t

•

•
MY LIFE'S ALL DEAD AND (TONE .
(from pumphouse blues)
My life is all I has
to lose and soz I
just up and give it away and goes a ridin ·
some breeze or takes the first train south
· cause I'm gone a trailin freedom and
only lives to fly the winter goodbye
like a bird I done passed one day
so long a season ago.
Leavin cares and embarrassments behind
I go slowly and takes my time cause

my pipes full and livin - ain't easy
as makin moonshine? With fair weather
smiles I makes my own and breaks the
clouds ·every day round middlin morning'~ time.
Soz only once and for all times
I lives like a coot a swingin

and a swayin down the mighty river
tjll my lot's up-but then I'm not one
to go searchin for early shadows
when the sun's still round
cause I'm a s_kipin and a jumpin
in a day full of pluck, all gold lined and fleecy warm-it
sure shines down.
H. Finnigan

Lithograph print by Reid Peterson

i

The Ballad of Old Mt. _St Helens'
.

i

i

There was no way of tellin' until she is tarted swellin'
That someone or something had disturbed, old Mt. St.
Helen.
As the Indian legends told Fire Mountain may look cold
But the fire god lives deep inside, old Mt. St. Helen.
When that fire god had awoken, you :could tell that he had
spoken
All they way from the Pacific to the north Atlantic Ocean.
That mountain spread its rath on everything within its
path
.
Y o.u'll not escape the smoke and ash of old Mt. ~t. Helen.
The ash flew high and far, the mud began a flowin'
Down the rivers and the valleys of old Mt. St. Helen.
Mt. Baker still was cold, while the rivers couldn't hold
The mud and trees, rushing down from old Mt. St. Helen.

j

I

Pencil drawing by Tony Engebret-son

It-went on for days and days, while the tremmors were
a'wellin'
Up with earthquakes down inside of old Mt. St. Helen.
People stayed inside, while ·the animals tried to hide
From the fire and ash and mud, of old Mt. St. Helen.

!
- As the Indian legends ·told Fire Mountain may look cold
But the fire god lives deep inside, of old Mt. St. Helen.

Ron Barker

Stories illustrated by Jill Jones ·
Artwork compiled ·b y professor ··
John Agars of Central's Art Department
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Street Corn)ers Follow Me

/

''Look both ways before crossing and make
sure the light is green,'' he says. (and
when twnblers cascade i;n white water brigades)
•
''You aren't afraid of ca~s are you?'' (the
·button on my pocket safely keeps my wallet)
"For cars are only cars you know.
You've sen them before, haven't you? They'run around on
little wheels and have windows.'' (that clearly silk flys
south in a circus parade)
"Come on now. Of cours~ you know what cars are.
They'~e always beeping their horns and they
sometunes squeal around the corners.''
- It's those kids always dr~ving too fast and
they always ... ah, but yoq can handle them
'
·
just keep your eye peele~ (cars
have eaten me many tim.es. Every day a giant
yellow caterpillar bus comes -along and swallows me)
\ twxed Media drawing by T .S. Trip

"O.K. boys, y;ou ready? ~ow, you just watch how I do it."
(where's
;
the smoke that hangs gre~ over the long cold soup
and the last-war that broke out somewhere.)
"There, wasn~t that easy?" "Yes I already knew that," I
mwnbled.
_
(but what about conversa~ions)

My Pretty Blonde Kitten
Curled at my feet, as I sit here
On the fire place's white stony chair,
Is my prett~ blonde kitten.
_
I

'

Barcley Owen~ ,
There she sits quietly clinging to me
Silently stroking my thigh, contented to be
My pretty blonde kitten.
Her head is now nestled here under my chest
As a soft contented purr escapes her breast
Still, my pretty blonde kitten
I

In me she finds comfort, peace and rest
Curled at my feet or nestled on my chest.
Forever, she will be my pretty blonde kitten.

Felice Esposito

January

Will you want to run away?
When cats and kittens roll and play
And string and yarn are left astray
And we have lain all night and day,
Will you want to run away?

Sitting on a scnom oench proper
Contemplating snow and air,
People pass·m~ by and stare.
, Wondering what I do;
_
Sitting here ·alone, my red hands bare
From. the crisp icy air.
Wondering wh~t I write and
Why I do write it there.
There in the crisp, snowy, January air.
'Snow abounds.in the -air
Arid on the ground.
People, people damn the quieting white
And curse this fresh and beautiful air.
I wonder to myself, why no one else can see
That January .air and snow only teases the skin,
But eternally warms the soul.

Felice Esposito

When school and work nave gone away
And I'm not acting in a play
.
And we share a kiss to start the day
Will you need to run away?
'

In Stasis

When he and him do not stay And she and her have left the fray
And we know our minds and what we say
Will you have to run away?
'

Lost in stasis, I stay
Listening to a far sound
While distant patterns play
And I wonder where it's found.

When _lovers glide over a starlit bay
,
And strangers pass on the dock's cold quay
And we've let our bodies have their way,
Will you be forced, to run away?
When you do go and I do stay
And we are what might be someday
And you come back out my way,
Will I want to run away?
dtb

A system for yellow

Canaries that croak at ,dawn
And pigeons that don't know
What pleasant streams salmon spawn.
And
.
So
Through the red rose and turtle dark
I wander the stairway
Watching for steps.

Barcley Owens
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continued from page 27 ·
some other townsmen to provide us with a night in a hayloft and a hot '.
meal for each of us. 1.achariah threw in extra blankets in exchange for :
~~

.

With what was left of the day Bev, Eero, Fletcher and I went back to the
Plymouth, covered it with brush so we wouldn't have to make any
awkward explanation8 in the too near future, and then spent the rest of it
debating on what to do.
We walked back to the hayloft a. little disappointed that nothing like the
fog bank or the earthquake we associated with the time slip had happened
again. We concluded that we might just as well resign ourselves to living
in the mid-nineteenth century. In the fading twilight we decided to take
the metal detector to particularly rich spots in the history of the California gold rush, pl~ees like Sonora, Shaw's Flat, Carson Ifill and Murphy's.

:
·
·
.

"Look at the great chance we have to become rich like we never dreamed
before. We can go up to the gold country and find enough gold to buy half
of San Francisco, and live like kings no matter what year it is."
So we had a long discussion. In the end, Fletcher won no converts to his
point of view. When that was clear he said he would go to the gold fields
anyway~

We wished him luck. Eacti of us shook harids with him. I told him we
might see him up in the gold country some day if we couldn't get back to
our own time.
And Fletcher didn't want to wait. In the early·moming sun, the dew
still wet on the grass, birds still singing their ageless morning songs, Fletcher took off down the wagon road toward San Joaquin City, metal detector shouldered like a rifle, w.histling the tune from Scarborough.Fair.
'

We'd .surely find something, and then we could live as
comfortably .as one-could live in the nineteenth century.
We'd surely find something, and then we could live as coinfortably as one :
could live in the nineteenth century.
Early in the- morning 1.achariah ·rousted us out of bed, to be sure we '·
were.on our way, with an excuse that he had to get hay for the cow. I ·
glanced at my digital watch. it said fi:32 am and then January 2.5, Friday. ·
"Is today the twenty-fifth of January?" I yelled hoarsely to 1.achariah on
the ground below.
"Yup," he called back, ~'saturday the twenty-fifth all day."
"Saturday the twenty-fifth of Jantlary, Eighteen-fifty... " ·
I stretched out the last unknown.figure long enough for an impatient
man like 1.achariah-to want to fill in the rest. He did.
"Eighteen and fifty-one," he said~
"You figured it just about right,'; Eero said.
_
"That's what happens to me sometimes, too," 1.achariah said,
overhearing the last remark. "I get my days mixed up sometimes." And
he went back to his combination store and house.
After we got down and washed up in the watering trough, 1.achariah
pointed us down the road toward San Joaquin City and Stanislaus City,
towns gone for more than a century ·in 1980. The San Joaquin and
stanisJaus Rivers meet at the site.
The plan was to follow the Stanislaus upstream .from there to'Knight's
Ferry, the first town in the.Mother Lode country. From there we would
start using the metal detector overland until we got several pounds of
gold. We'd use this to set ourselves up in some kind of business. I thought
of a newspaper, for instance. In the 1850s, finding nuggets weighing
pounds was fairly common in the gold industry.
Bev hoisted her backpack on. "I don't know about you guys, but I sure
·
feel grubby after sleeping in the hay all night."
Eero and I agreed with her. Fletcher said, "You guys are softies. I
could sleep in haylofts for the rest of my life."
We were just starting down the wagon road toward San Joaquin City
when we were bailed by a woman'~ voice from behind. We turned arotind

"I've seen his kind before," Phyllis said. -" If be doesn't get his own way,
he's going to go off and pout."
·
"I don't know. ·1 think he really wanted to go," Eero said. "He doesn't
mind that kind of life, and if he can strike it rich, well, that's his dream.'' ·
The ·rest of us started in the opposite direction, toward the taxi and the
Plymouth. When we.got there we unloaded ev"rything movable from
Eero's·car and packed it all into the taxi.·
''We either have to have some kind of drill to get in the cab when the fog
appears," Eero said, "or we have to sit and wait in the cab. How long
would you say that fog lasted, Phyllis? Ten seconds? Fifteen?"
"No more than fifteen/' Phyllis smd. '
"OK, let's just wait in the car for a while,'' Bev said. She opened a back
door of the cab and got in.
"I better drive this baby," Phyllis said. She patted the hood of her cab.
"I'm going to have to hit the igniti~n, hit the gas, and slam it into gear
pretty fast." She got in behind the wheel.
Eero got in the back with Bev and I got 'in the passenger side beside
Phyllis~ She tµmed the engine over once, just to be sure it still worked.
And then we waited.
"Good thing it isn't my car," Eero .said, breaking a long silence. He explained the trouble starting the old Plymouth to Phyllis. We all laughed,
as much to relieve the built-up tension as anything.
I remembered an important fact. "Phyllis, don't forget we may be
heading the wrong direction on 1-680 if and when we come out of the fog."
Not long after that, it happened as suddenly as it had bappened before.
The mysterious line of fog came up stretching across the road toward the
spot where the Livei;more Lab would. be one-hundred twenty-nine years
later. And at exactly that instant, in the right side mirror, my eye caught
Fletcher coming up the road. Before I could get the observation to words,
Phyllis was already going through her self-rehearsed drill, rapidly and
automatically.
She hit the ignition, stepped on the gas, and slammed it into g~. We ,
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told her who we were. She got her breath back. 1.achariah had seen
and heard the commotion by then. We had to motion him back to the
field. "It's all rigbt. It's an old friend," Eero yelled. We took Phyllis, the
cabbie, back lip the road past the entrance to Las Positas.
"Now, what's going on? I was driving to Livermore to pick up a fare,
when suddenly this crazy fog comes up out of nowhere, and I go into it and
run out of road" She took off her cabbie cap, wiped her straight blond
hair from her forehead, and unsnapped her jacket.
"That's just what happened to us yesterday, too," Fletcher said. We
took turns explaining to the cabbie as much as we knew. Then the whole
matter of gning to the gold.country or trying to get back to the year 1980
came up for debate. The arrival of the cabbie in the same manner as
ourselves made the time slip between 1851 and 1980 a repeated
phenorn_i::·non. :"1ight it repeat itself one more time? Might we be able to
reve.r::>. .: b; '. ving back the other way if and when the fog reappeared?
" If we de . back, I'm going to sue Livermore Lab," Eero said. "It
must oe commg from there." He kicked at some turf in the road.
"Nobody will ever believe us," I said, "How can we sue anyone? Let's
just concentrate on getting .back right now.'' ·
"OK," Eero said, "rve been thinking about it. Everything in the car
was unaffected by that field, whatever it was. The car must act like a
Faraday chamber in some way. We have to be in ~ car at the spot
where it hit us."
" Whlc.h means we have to get the car up out of the ditch," Bev said.
"Hr. about my cab?".Phyllis asked. "It didn't go into any ditch. I just
. n:rned on the brakes and it spun around on this din road." She looked
;.;right-eyed and hopeful.
Then Fletcher broke in. "Aw," be said, "It ain't goin' to work. Just
. because we got here that way doesn't mean we're g-0ing to get back that
way.'' He waved his metal detector at us and brushed his ~lond hair back.
'l
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.Before I could get the observation to words, Phyllis was already
going through her self-rehearsed drill, rapidly and automatically.
to see a young woman in bluejeans, a black leather jacket and a twentieth
century cab driver's cap, complete with a cabbie badge. She was running
and stumbling down the wagon road looking very worri~''Hey, just a
minute! Hold it! Wait!" She got to us out of breath, but gasped, "My
name~ Phyllis. What's going on?"

II

,,

all heard Fletcher's voice yell, "Hey, wait!" But the taxi was moving fast

into the fog. Fletcher's voice echoed four or five more times, getting
fainterasthefogclosedin. "Hey wait! Heywait! Hey wait! Hey... "The
roar of the engine and rumble of an earthquake drowned him out.
In the next split second a cement truck w~ bearing down on us in our
lane at about sixty-five mph. Who knows what speed. Phyllis had accelerated to by then, but she hit the brakes and steering wheel with the
grace of an experience hack.
The next second we were in a -ditch, bruised, bloody, but alive in the
year 1980. I had banged my head, and it was bleeding. Phyllis applied
some comforting first-aid. The beginning of a very nice relationship-took
roots from this.
Some months futer we went back to the spot where we supposed the .
Plymouth to be. Digging around, we found some rusty iron, which may or
may not have been it, a Plymouth aged sixteen plus one-hundred twentynine years.
As for Fletcher, the only thing I could find was in the Bancroft Library
on the University of California campus, in one of the volumes of historian
Hubert Howe Bancroft's monumental work on California.
'' The godless miners wer-e not . more free from superstition than
papist or puritan fanatic. Once a Texan charlatan, a tall, broadshouldered, sallow-faced, lividlooking fellow, Fletcher by name, dropped down on Murphy's, and the worldly wise and cunning of the camp
were caught as easily as medieval Christians. He professed to have
discovered or invented a goldometer which would direct ~e possessor
· unfailingly to gold deposits, and enable him to trace unerringly the
precious vein through all its dips and curves and angles~ backing his
statement by an offer to bet one hundre<J dollarsthat in ten niinutes he
·would find a purse of gold hidden within the limits .of an acre of ·
ground."
From: Hubert Howe Bancroft's Works XXXV
California Inter Pocula 1843-1856. The
History Publishing Company, San Francisco
, 1888, Page 387
Most likely Fletcher never became extremely poweriul or rich, or it
would have been there, too.
·
As for driving through Livermore... nevermore !
~Copyright 1980.
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